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WaTerPrOOF 3

eXeCUtiVe sUMMarY

“All waterborne disease outbreaks are avoidable. Pathogens can only cause disease and death in humans 

if water source protection, pathogen removal by disinfection or filtration, or integrity of distribution systems fail.”1

this is the third drinking water report card from ecojustice. 

the five years since our last report will not likely inspire 

confidence in the quality of Canadian drinking water. 

since then:

•	 White rock, B.C., was hit with a boil-water advisory, 

highlighting the fact that White rock did not chlorin-

ate its water.2

•	 Canada’s auditor general recently reported that 

more than half of the drinking water on first nations 

reserves poses a risk to the people who use it.3

•	 tests on both source water and treated drinking 

water in ontario showed extensive contamination by 

pharmaceuticals, for which testing is generally not 

required and which most treatment systems are not 

designed to remove.4

the Waterproof series was inspired by the May 2000 

waterborne illness outbreak in Walkerton, ontario that 

killed seven people and left thousands ill. in response, on-

tario held one of the most extensive inquiries in Canadian 

history. the inquiry revealed a top-to-bottom failure of the 

“multi-barrier” approach to drinking water protection.

While Walkerton’s tragedy was unique in its severity, 

the underlying conditions that allowed the disaster to 

happen are not. We began our water analyses in 2001 

based on what we then perceived to be the biggest risks 

to drinking water quality, which were deficiencies and gaps 

in the frontline of drinking water provision: minimal water 

treatment, lax standards, poorly-trained operators, and 

meager testing and reporting requirements.

in our 2006 report, Waterproof 2, we updated our 2001 

comparisons, expanded our analysis to federal regulation 

of bottled water, and intensified our examination of the 

federal government’s drinking water protection efforts.

as our assessment of the risks and challenges in pro-

viding safe drinking water changes with emerging trends 

and threats, so does our analysis. in Waterproof 3, we add 

a comparison of source water protection (sWp) efforts by 

Canadian provinces and territories. sWp is the essential 

first step in the multi-barrier approach to drinking water 

and the approach that many experts feel is the hardest 

to implement.

our assessment methodology for this report consisted 

of the following steps:

1) We sent a questionnaire to each province and 

territory regarding sWp efforts.

2) internally, we analyzed the laws and regulations 

from each jurisdiction and compiled preliminary 

findings on all the factors compared in this report.

3) We combined the responses from the sWp 

questionnaire and our internal findings and sent 

each jurisdiction their results for review.

4) Based on the feedback we received, we revised our 

findings and compiled them into this report.

5) the combined results for all jurisdictions were sent 

to every jurisdiction for final review.

6) adjustments were made to the findings as appropri-

ate and are presented in this report.
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in Waterproof 3, we find among other things:

•	 British Columbia, new Brunswick, newfoundland 
and Labrador, nova scotia, ontario, Quebec and 
prince edward island have dedicated sWp programs, 
containing planning and consultation requirements, 
that can create plans with legally-binding restrictions 
on activities.

•	 there is a staggering disparity between jurisdictions 
regarding the number of water sources and percentage 
of populations receiving water from systems protected 
by legally-binding sWp. Legally-binding sWp ranges 
from zero per cent in alberta, the northwest territories 
and nunavut to a high of 92 per cent in prince edward 
island. some provinces are on track to create 100 per 
cent coverage for sWp in the coming years.

•	 Manitoba, new Brunswick, ontario and saskatchewan 
have dedicated funding programs for sWp.

•	 only Manitoba, new Brunswick, and ontario mandate 
consultation in sWp planning and programs.

•	 Manitoba and ontario have explicit mandatory criteria 
for the development of plans. British Columbia, new 
Brunswick, newfoundland and Labrador, nova scotia, 
and saskatchewan have created provisions that should 
be considered, but terms of reference and other criteria 
are determined on a process-by-process basis.

•	 in British Columbia, new Brunswick, newfoundland 
and Labrador, nova scotia, ontario and prince edward 
island, sWp plans are legally-binding or may lead to 
the creation of instruments that are legally-binding.

•	 ontario and prince edward island have not vested the 
ownership of water in the “Crown.” several authorities 
have argued that the failure to vest water ownership 
in the Crown undercuts the ability to regulate water 
and protect the public interest as the jurisdiction to 
regulate Crown resources is greater than the jurisdic-
tion to regulate public property.

•	 the northwest territories, Quebec and saskatchewan 
have taken positive and commendable action to 
acknowledge that water is a “public trust” or “com-
munity good.”

•	 Quebec stands alone in acknowledging that the govern-
ment is the custodian of water and is duty-bound to 
protect it for present and future generations.

•	 the federal government’s prohibitions on bulk water 
export are weak and narrow. at the provincial and 
territorial level, new Brunswick, the northwest ter-
ritories, nunavut and the Yukon enforce bulk water 
through policy, which is a weaker prohibition than a 
legislative ban. future water exports could create a 
risk to the control of water, particularly for the vast 
majority of Canadians who live in close proximity to 
the U.s. border.

•	 overall, from 2006 to 2011, there has only been mar-
ginal improvement in the quality of water treatment, 
drinking water standards and testing requirements. 
there was noticeable improvement in the number of 
jurisdictions enacting standards and requiring testing 
for chemicals.

•	 throughout Canada there are strong protections for 
training and certification of operators of water systems 
and required testing at accredited laboratories.

•	 some form of public reporting of testing is required by 
more than half of Canadian provinces and territories, 
as opposed to four in the last report. However, only 
British Columbia, newfoundland and Labrador, the 
northwest territories and ontario provide a statutory 
right to make a complaint about drinking water con-
cerns that must be investigated.

•	 there is a critical deficiency in the consistency of 
drinking water advisories (boil-water alerts / do-not-
consume orders) in Canada. there is no central reposi-
tory for drinking water advisories in Canada and many 
provinces also lack a registry. there are no standard 
criteria or procedures for conveying warnings about 
drinking water safety. the terminology and availability 
of information vary considerably between provinces, 
regions and even local health units.

overall, there has only been marginal 

improvement in water treatment, 

drinking water quality standards, 

and testing requirements.
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federal government

f

alberta
C-

British 
Columbia

C+ Manitoba
B+

newfoundland  
and Labrador

B 

new Brunswick
B+

northwest 
territories

C 

nova 
scotia

a- 

nunavut
D

ontario
a

pei
B-

Quebec
B-

saskatchewan
B-

Yukon
D+

grading tHe proVinCes and territories

in previous Waterproof reports, we assigned a grade to 
each province, territory and the federal government for 
their water protection efforts.

in this report, we continue to issue an overall grade 
to all governments. However, for provinces and territor-
ies, we are assigning three grades: a grade for source 
water protection efforts (new this year); a grade for other 
drinking water protection efforts (the factors compared in 
previous reports); and an overall grade. By breaking down 
the provincial and territorial grades, we provide a means to 
monitor progress from previous years. the overall grade 
is weighted 40-60 between source water protection efforts 
and other drinking water protection efforts.

the federal government’s record for the protection 
of drinking water continues to worsen. there has been 
little improvement in the quality of water in first nations 
communities and no progress on the legislative front. 

despite a scathing auditor general report on environ-

ment Canada’s failure to properly monitor water quality, 

the current government is making drastic budget cuts 

that virtually guarantee this situation will continue to 

worsen. finally, the federal government is putting ideol-

ogy before public health by making some drinking water 

improvement funds available only on the condition that 

local municipalities engage in public-private partnerships. 

government should make these resources available to all 

systems and prioritize distribution based on need.

there is some cause for optimism regarding the fed-

eral government’s role in drinking water. this does not 

come from any federal intentions or plans, but because 

Canada and the international community have recognized 

the “right to water.” this development could be used to 

force the federal government to finally begin fulfilling its 

responsibilities under Canadian law.

for the full report card, see table a1 in appendix a on page 37.
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WHat do oUr findings Mean?

in previous editions of this series, our findings led us to 
conclude that the biggest risks to drinking water came 
from gaps or deficiencies in the “frontline” of drinking 
water protection: the laws, programs, policies and per-
sonnel directly responsible for collecting, treating and 
delivering safe drinking water.

those concerns have not been alleviated. While we 
found significant improvement from 2001 to 2006, there 
has been only modest improvement in the frontline areas 

from 2006 to 2011. thus, in many places the health of 
Canadians are still at risk. the lack of recent progress also 
seems to indicate that the impetus for improved water pro-
tection, spurred by events like Walkerton, is on the wane.

the most at-risk populations are still those in rural 
areas and first nations communities. these deficiencies 
deserve immediate and sustained attention.

We perceive that going forward, other challenges 
will arise. these issues include: threats to source water 
quality; climate change; political trends that undercut 
environmental protection and slash budgets for sWp 
and drinking water investments; and perhaps most im-
portantly, the failure of many Canadian jurisdictions to 
embrace sWp planning.

the following sections analyze regulatory efforts of 
Canadian jurisdictions to ensure access to safe drinking 
water.

Canadians are still at risk. the lack 

of recent progress also seems to 

indicate that the impetus for improved 

water protection, spurred by events 

like Walkerton, is on the wane.
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ParT I

Wp3: MULti-Barrier approaCH

there is no silver bullet to ensure water quality. threats 

to Canadian drinking water are ubiquitous. the complex-

ity of these challenges has resulted in the widespread 

endorsement of a multi-barrier approach to drinking 

water protection.

Even though no approach will guarantee 100 per cent 

protection all of the time, it has been demonstrated 

that the most effective way to manage drinking water 

systems is to implement a multi-barrier approach. The 

goal of this approach is to reduce the risk of contamina-

tion of the drinking water, and to increase the feasibility 

and effectiveness of remedial control or preventative 

options. As a safeguard, it is important for contingency 

plans to be in place to respond to incidents as they 

arise, and for redundancies to be built into the system 

wherever feasible.5

the key elements of a comprehensive multi-barrier 

approach include:

•	 the protection of water sources to keep raw water as 

clean as possible;

•	 adequate treatment including disinfection and 

additional processes to remove or inactivate con-

taminants;

•	 well-maintained distribution systems;

•	 strong water quality standards;

•	 rigorous enforcement including regular inspection, 

testing, monitoring;

•	 proper operator training and certification;

•	 public notice, reporting, and involvement;

•	 contingency planning;

•	 ongoing research; and

•	 adequate funding for all elements.6

in this section of the report, our analysis looks at the 

regulatory aspects of implementing the multi-barrier ap-

proach.

a. soUrCe Water proteCtion

source water is raw water from streams, lakes or aquifers 

that supplies drinking water systems. protecting the qual-

ity and quantity of source waters is a critical first step in 

a multi-barrier approach to achieving safe drinking water 

systems.

sWp is an essential step because some contaminants 

are not effectively removed by using standard treatment 

methods. it lessens treatment burdens and is thus often 

less expensive and more effective than treating contamin-

ated water. Moreover, sWp is the only type of protection 

available to some consumers.7 Many rural residents 

drink untreated or minimally treated water, particularly 

groundwater from wells. sWp in these cases may be the 

only barrier in their drinking water systems.8

sWp may occur through a variety of legal instruments 

and policies addressing a wide range of human and nat-

ural threats to the quality and quantity of drinking water 

sources.

Most sWp approaches are relatively simple, common-

sense plans to ensure that activities do not compromise 

water quality, or — if that is not possible — prohibit 

certain activities. although sWp is primarily focused on 

the protection of human health, it has derivative benefits 

including reduced water treatment costs and improved 

environmental quality.
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the regulation of land-use activities likely has the great-
est impact on water quality. in many cases, local water 
providers have no ability to control land-use activities that 
may affect water quality beyond the ability to provide input 
or feedback to a provincial decision-maker. for example, 
provincial approvals for land-use activities may increase 
turbidity in drinking water. increased turbidity can over-
whelm basic drinking water disinfection methods and 
thereby render them ineffective.10

for many years, Canadian and other jurisdictions pur-
sued an approach of requiring that decision-makers for 
land-use activities merely “consider” the safety of drink-
ing water when approving other activities. this was the 
approach that ontario had in place prior to the Walkerton 
tragedy, and that led Justice dennis o’Connor to recom-
mend more robust source water protection measures.

the trend toward engaging in processes and enacting 
legal protection specifically aimed at protecting water 
sources goes beyond ontario. generally, the development 
of this type of protection is most effective when it engages 
a wide range of parties, such as first nations, local water 
management agencies, land owners and other local ac-
tors. it is often necessary to involve government agencies 
either in the development of the plan or through formal 
approval of the plan. provincial government involvement is 
necessary because provincial action is generally required to 
implement legal protections or structure decision-making 
processes.

the role and importance of protecting source water 

was a primary focus of the Walkerton inquiry. Justice 

o’Connor’s first recommendation states:

Drinking water sources should be protected by de-

veloping watershed-based source protection plans. 

Source protection plans should be required for all 

watersheds in Ontario.11

Justice o’Connor also recommended that the prepara-

tion of sWp plans be “inclusive,” subject to approval, and 

binding on other decision-making processes. these rec-

ommendations are applicable to other Canadian jurisdic-

tions because the considerations they address are present 

throughout Canada.

dedicated sWp planning, programs and laws that 

specifically address drinking water concerns are essential 

and increase drinking water protection because:

•	 sWp planning is proactive while considering drink-

ing water in other processes (e.g., approvals for 

land-use activities) is reactive. a project-by-project, 

“end-of-pipe” approach results in a failure to regulate 

the cumulative impacts of water use in a watershed.

•	 sWp planning puts drinking water protection as the 

central and highest objective, while in other pro-

cesses, such as resource extraction, drinking water 

protection is often one of a sometimes long list of 

considerations. the failure to place drinking water 

protection as a first priority has serious ramifications. 

for example, when drinking water is “considered” 

in relation to a proposed industrial project, studies 

quantifying the potential harm to drinking water 

generally are conducted by consultants hired by the 

project proponent and thereby create a lack of public 

confidence in the process.

in our view, adequate sWp extends beyond sWp plan-

ning.

sWp can be further enhanced by vesting water in the 

Crown and most importantly, treating water as a public 

trust. Vesting water in the Crown and imposing a public 

trust on water would help protect water for current and 

future generations, protect the environment and estab-

lish that water for essential needs is the highest priority 

among consumptive uses. these requirements would 

grant government greater authority to protect water and 

impose greater responsibility on government to protect 

water quality.

tYpiCaL soUrCe Water 
proteCtion aCtiVities

9

•	 identification of threats to source waters

•	 Zoning bylaws and local plan policies

•	 identification of permitted activities within 
vulnerable areas

•	 Livestock fencing (and other cost-sharing 
projects with farmers)

•	 Land acquisition

•	 Capping abandoned wells

•	 sWp education and awareness programs

•	 septic system stewardship programs

•	 Wetland preservation or rehabilitation
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What we are and are not analyzing

in Waterproof 3, we focus our analysis on the features and 
effectiveness of laws and programs specifically intended 
to protect Canadian source water. our areas of inquiry 
include:

•	 prohibitions and remedial powers to protect water 
quality;

•	 the existence of dedicated sWp provisions and, 
where found, the characteristics of those programs;

•	 the percentage of public water systems in a jurisdic-
tion with sWp plans;

•	 the vesting of water in the Crown and adoption of 
water as a “common good” or declaration that water 
is subject to a “public trust;” and,

•	 water export prohibitions.

general environmental, planning, land-use and re-
source development laws play a central role in determin-
ing source water quality. those laws are not the subject 
of analysis and comparison in this report for two primary 
reasons:

1. in such laws, in almost all instances, there is a 
very wide discretion to consider impacts on water 
quality and to make decisions to protect (or not 
protect) water quality. thus, the extent to which 
source water is protected is dependant upon the 
exercise of discretion rather than any requirement 
for minimum standards or protections in the laws 
themselves. a regulatory comparison of laws that 
contain wide-discretion in decision-making would 
simply yield a finding that jurisdictions may, but 
are not required to, protect drinking water quality.

seLeCted reCoMMendations froM tHe WaLkerton inQUirY 
reLated to soUrCe Water proteCtion12

recommendation 1:  drinking water sources should be protected by developing watershed-based source 
protection plans. source protection plans should be required for all watersheds in ontario.

recommendation 2:  the Ministry of the environment should ensure that draft source protection plans are 
prepared through an inclusive process of local consultation. Where appropriate, this 
process should be managed by conservation authorities.

recommendation 3:  draft source protection plans should be reviewed by the Ministry of the environment and 
subject to ministry approval.

recommendation 4:  provincial government decisions that affect the quality of drinking water sources must be 
consistent with approved source protection plans.

recommendation 5:  Where the potential exists for a significant direct threat to drinking water sources, municipal 
official plans and decisions must be consistent with the applicable source protection 
plan. otherwise, municipal official plans and decisions should have regard to the source 
protection plan. the plans should designate areas where consistency is required.

recommendation 6:  the provincial government should provide for limited rights of appeal to challenge source 
protection plans, and provincial and municipal decisions that are inconsistent with the plans.

recommendation 7:  the provincial government should ensure that sufficient funds are available to complete 
the planning and adoption of source protection plans.

recommendation 10:  the Ministry of the environment should not issue Certificates of approval for the spreading 
of waste materials unless they are compatible with the applicable source protection plan.

recommendation 17:  the regulation of other industries by the provincial government and by municipalities 
must be consistent with provincially approved source protection plans.
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2. the purpose of a cross-jurisdictional analysis of 

laws, regulations and policies related to drinking 

water is to identify where stronger laws have 

reduced risk. that would not be the result of 

comparing general environmental, planning and 

land-use laws. an analysis of the stringency of 

resource extraction laws on paper would yield a 

misleading result because, for example, stronger 

laws can be the result of increased risks from 

activities. thus, stronger laws in one area might 

provide the same degree of protection as far weaker 

laws in a much less risky area. Consider for example 

steep-slope logging near a municipal water supply 

as opposed to flat land logging in remote areas.

1) prohibitions and remedial 
powers to protect Water Quality

fundamental sWp measures include a general prohibition 

on discharges and activities that may impair surface water, 

and the ability to order clean-up or recover the costs of 

cleaning up.

every jurisdiction we analyzed has some form of pro-

hibitionary and remedial protection powers. the exact 

nature of the powers and the process for exercising those 

powers differ between jurisdictions. differences include:

•	 the nature of activities prohibited: from the more 

broad “any activity impairing water quality” to the 

narrower “releases” into water;

•	 the nature and level of the harm threshold required 

before order-making powers or offences are trig-

gered: for example, “harm to water quality” as op-

posed to the creation of a “health hazard;”

•	 the extent to which exemptions may be granted to 

prohibitions on discharges and activities; and

•	 the process through which responsible parties may 

be made to clean up damage: for example, whether 

clean-up cost may levied directly by a Ministry or 

whether court proceedings are required.

despite the differences in approach, it appears that all 

of the jurisdictions can order actions be taken to prevent 

or remediate damage to source water quality or collect 

the costs of remediating water quality.

detailed information for each jurisdiction is found in 

table B1 of appendix B.

2) source Water protection programs

British Columbia, new Brunswick, newfoundland and 

Labrador, nova scotia, ontario, Quebec and prince ed-

ward island have dedicated sWp programs that contain 

planning and consultation requirements that can create 

plans with legally-binding activity restrictions. in British 

Columbia, no plans have been approved under the sWp 

program provisions.

alberta has a framework for water management plan-

ning that could support some consideration of water 

quality and drinking water issues. However, the planning 

framework is authorized through the Water Act. alberta’s 

Water Act primarily focuses on water allocation and 

scarcity instead of on water quality. further, the first plan 

created under the alberta framework, for the south sas-

katchewan river, did not consider drinking water or water 

quality in a meaningful way. in our view, while alberta has 

taken positive steps on water governance issues, including 

the “Water for Life” strategy, alberta needs to improve its 

effort. specifically, alberta should improve its water pro-

tection efforts by strengthening and mandating drinking 

water consideration in water management planning or by 

creating a dedicated sWp program.

saskatchewan has a robust planning framework but 

the outcomes are advisory and not legally enforceable. 

Manitoba is currently in the process of developing source 

water protection efforts.

finally, the northwest territories and nunavut do not 

currently have sWp planning, but the northwest territor-

ies is developing a model to commence such planning.

table 1 lists the jurisdictions that have created sWp 

programs and the general nature of those programs. a 

more detailed analysis of the features of active sWp pro-

grams appears in the following sections.

“drinking water sources should be 

protected by developing watershed-

based source protection plans. 

source protection plans should  

be required for all watersheds.” 

— Justice o’Connor
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taBle 1: Have jurisDiCtions CreateD a sourCe Water 
proteCtion program or planning regime?

(please see table B2 in appendix B for more information)

extant sWp 
regime?

Description

alberta partial

the government of alberta does not engage in dedicated sWp planning. alberta 
does engage in regional Water Management planning, which could result in 
protection of water for drinking water quality. there is one approved Water 
Management plan for the south saskatchewan Basin that notes water quality 
in the basin “should be studied in detail” and notes that such work will support 
“sustaining growth and managing the rivers to enhance aquatic life.”

British Columbia Yes
specific provisions allow or may require the preparation of Water system 
assessments and plans, as well as drinking Water protection plans.

Manitoba partial Manitoba’s planning framework is under development. 

new Brunswick Yes

the Minister of environment may make a designation order designating water 
sources and wellfields as protected areas. once designated, regulations have 
provisions that restrict and in some cases prohibit activities that could pose a 
risk to the source drinking water. these regulations are written in such a way 
that an activity that is not expressly permitted is prohibited. the minister may 
issue exemptions for activities that are not permitted on a case-by-case basis. 
policies are typically developed to provide guidance with respect to the issuance 
of exemptions. the minister may also include provisions for water protection in a 
designation order for a wellfield or water source.

newfoundland  
and Labrador

Yes

all designated water supplies receive protection measures that are established 
through policy. Water supplies that have multiple resource use pressures can, 
at the request of the town, develop a source protection plan with the help of the 
province. 

northwest territories no

the federal government has primary responsibility over the sWp in the nWt. 
the territorial and federal governments are currently developing a model for 
sWp planning as part of the five-year Water stewardship action plan. existing 
protection is currently limited to the prohibition of water use or waste deposit 
without a permit. the chief public health officer may order the restriction of 
activities that might pose a health hazard.

nova scotia Yes

there is a statutory scheme in place in nova scotia to allow the restriction of 
activities to protect drinking water sources through the designation of protected 
water areas and the inclusion of term and conditions in approvals to operate. 
there is a prohibition on certain activities in protected water supply areas and 
municipal councils may pass bylaws designating lands owned by a municipality 
as a protected water supply area.

nunavut no n/a

ontario Yes

there is a province-wide source protection regime intended to enable 
communities to protect their drinking water supplies by developing collaborative, 
locally-driven, watershed-based source protection plans founded on science. 
through source protection planning, communities strive to identify potential 
risks to local water sources and take action to reduce or eliminate these risks. 
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Table 1 continued

extant sWp 
regime?

Description

prince edward island Yes
Municipalities are required to develop wellfield protection plans. these are 
subject to ministerial approval, and the implementation of these plans is 
governed by a timeframe set by the municipality.

Quebec Yes Municipalities are empowered to commence sWp plans and restrictions.

saskatchewan partial

sWp planning has not been enshrined in law. saskatchewan facilitates watershed 
and aquifer planning. provincial officials work with local watershed advisory 
committees and technical experts to develop sWp plans. the plans do not have 
regulatory authority. the plans identify issues of concern to the local watershed 
advisory committees and technical experts and make recommendations to 
address these issues. the plans are implemented by locally-directed watershed 
stewardship associations. recommendations may include regulatory and 
stewardship tools.

Yukon partial
Yukon has designated water management areas and there are restrictions on the 
activities that may be conducted in those areas.

the attributes of sWp programs are compared below.

taBle 2: perCentage of Water sourCes WitH sourCe Water proteCtion plan

(please see table B3 in appendix B for more information)

alberta
no water sources are protected by legally-binding sWp plans. there are provisions for regional 
planning.

British Columbia

no water sources are protected by legally-binding sWp plans.

approximately 46 drinking water systems have conducted source assessments across the 
province. Most have been done voluntarily, or as conditions of permits, and some have been 
ordered.

Vancouver has long-term leases for its three watersheds.13 Victoria owns the land within its 
watershed, providing a very high level of local control and the ability to protect source water. 
these communities represent more than 50 per cent of B.C.’s population.

Manitoba
Manitoba did not provide information in response to this inquiry. We did not find any water 
sources protected by legally-binding sWp plans

new Brunswick 

67 individual water supplies designated under regulation have sWp measures in place.

97 per cent of surface water supplies have protections in place.

63 per cent of groundwater supplies have protections in place.

sWp plans are either under development or have been completed for 19 municipalities. two 
municipalities have yet to develop a sWp plan.

newfoundland  
and Labrador

85 per cent of surface water sources have protections in place.

30 per cent of groundwater sources have protections in place.

approximately five source protection plans have been developed in the province.
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Table 2 continued

northwest territories no water sources are protected by legally-binding sWp plans. 

nova scotia

approximately 75 per cent of municipal drinking water sources have final or draft plans in 
place. these drinking water sources serve roughly 90 per cent of the population that receives 
municipal drinking water.

100 per cent of municipal water utilities have initiated their planning process or have 
protection measures in place.

there are 25 areas designated as protected water areas with a range of prohibitions or 
restrictions on activities.

nunavut no water sources are protected by legally-binding sWp plans. 

ontario

66 per cent of water sources have ongoing sWp plans in development.

once plans are in place, more than 80 per cent of ontario’s population will have its water 
supplies protected through this process.

prince edward island
92 per cent of water systems have or are in the process of developing wellfield protection 
plans.

Quebec Less than 10 per cent of water sources are covered by sWp plans.

saskatchewan
no water sources are protected by legally-binding sWp plans.

non-binding plans have been created for 82 per cent of water sources.

Yukon
84 per cent of large public drinking water sources meet minimum setback provisions. 
Whitehorse has a Watershed Management plan. six water management areas have been 
created and some prohibitions exist in those areas.

Funding

sWp planning is generally a time-intensive process that 

requires sampling, assessments, consultation and public 

education. plans will affect a wide array of interests and it 

is therefore necessary to have adequate resources to bring 

parties together. Bringing interested parties together will 

help address their interests and perspectives and validate 

the process.

Manitoba, new Brunswick, ontario and saskatchewan 

have dedicated funding programs for sWp.

other jurisdictions do not have dedicated funding but 

provide discretionary funding for sWp programs through 

a variety of existing programs. British Columbia and nova 

scotia have provided this type of funding assistance. new-

foundland and Labrador and nova scotia provide “in kind” 

support such as hiring consultants or assigning provincial 

employees to assist with the development of sWp plans.

although not specifically focused on sWp, alberta 

funds a number of water planning processes and advisory 

councils.

the northwest territories, nunavut, prince edward 

island and the Yukon do not fund sWp planning efforts.

detailed information for each jurisdiction is found in 

table B4 of appendix B.

Public / Community Participation

the involvement of a broad range of affected groups in the 

sWp planning process is crucial to its success. the process 

must be broadly and fairly inclusive of the interests that will 

be affected because it needs public support to be effective.

as a general rule, consultation should err on the side 

of inclusion, in regards to both the parties consulted and 

the level of involvement demanded. Consultation should 

never be pro forma. Consultation should be meaningful 

and substantial. interested parties must be given adequate 

time and information to ensure that their views are fully 

canvassed and considered. Without extensive consulta-

tion, watershed plans are likely to suffer from a lack of 

commitment and support from affected groups and are 

thereby less to succeed.
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Manitoba, new Brunswick, and ontario mandate 

consultation in sWp planning and programs:

•	 Manitoba requires consultation with first nations 

and at least one public meeting.

•	 in new Brunswick, consultation on the water clas-

sification process is required for the public and other 

interested persons. anyone potentially affected by 

a plan must be provided a copy of the plan prior to 

enactment. open houses may be held.

•	 in ontario, the local source protection Commit-

tees (spCs) are made up of one-third municipal 

representatives, one-third commercial/industrial 

representatives, and one-third public representa-

tives. there are requirements for posting terms of 

reference and draft plans on the internet for public 

comment and for holding public meetings at sev-

eral stages during the process. Mandatory notice is 

required for those parties who may be affected by 

sWp measures. Consultation with first nations is 

mandated at several stages in the process.

in other jurisdictions, consultation is not mandatory, 

but may be required on a case-by-case basis:

•	 British Columbia requires notice of the process be 

provided to the public and potentially affected par-

ties. public consultation is not required.

•	 in newfoundland and Labrador consultation oppor-

tunities will be determined by locally-based planning 

committees.

•	 in nova scotia an advisory committee is established 

and the provincial government recommends that the 

committee include stakeholders from all sectors.

•	 on prince edward island, the range and extent of 

participation is at the discretion of the municipality 

developing the plan.

•	 saskatchewan does not prescribe consultation 

through regulation but allows any interested com-

munity groups to participate in watershed planning.

as mentioned, alberta conducts several water plan-
ning processes, but they are not specifically targeting 
sWp. Quebec is currently developing a process for public 
consultation and public consultation is also under con-
sideration in the northwest territories.

detailed information for each jurisdiction is found in 
table B4 of appendix B.

Standards and Criteria  
for Plan Development

for sWp planning to be effective, it is necessary to take 
into account a broad range of factors. part ii of the Walk-
erton inquiry report recommends that watershed-based 
source protection plans should at minimum include:

•	 a water budget for the watershed;

•	 the identification of all significant water withdrawals;

•	 land-use maps for the watershed;

•	 the identification of wellhead areas;

•	 maps of areas of vulnerability for surface and 
groundwater;

•	 the identification of all major point and non–point 
sources of contaminants;

•	 a model that describes the fate of pollutants in the 
watershed;

•	 a program for identifying and properly decommis-
sioning abandoned wells, excavations, quarries, and 
other shortcuts that can introduce contaminants 
into aquifers;

•	 the identification of areas where a significant direct 
threat exists to the safety of drinking water (in such 
cases, municipal official plans and zoning decisions 
must be consistent with the plan); and

•	 the identification of significant knowledge gaps and 
or research needs to help target monitoring efforts.14

of the jurisdictions engaged in sWp for drinking water, 
Manitoba and ontario have explicit mandatory criteria 
for the development of plans. British Columbia, new 
Brunswick, newfoundland and Labrador, nova scotia, 
and saskatchewan have created provisions that should 
be considered, but terms of reference and other criteria 
are determined on a process by process basis.

detailed information for each jurisdiction is found in 
table B4 of appendix B.

Quebec is currently developing a 

process for public consultation 

and public consultation is 

also under consideration in 

the northwest territories.
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Legal Status

the goal of sWp planning is to identify existing and 

potential threats to drinking water sources and propose 

strategies for addressing those threats.

the legal force of sWp plans varies greatly among 

jurisdictions. in some jurisdictions, protections may be 

enshrined in law, while other jurisdictions may simply 

require consideration of potential impacts in decision-

making processes, while other jurisdictions create plans 

that are “advisory” and are not required to be considered 

by decision-makers.

in six jurisdictions, sWp plans are legally-binding or 

may lead to the creation of instruments that are legally-

binding. a large percentage of water sources in new 

Brunswick, newfoundland and Labrador, nova scotia 

and prince edward island are protected by legally-binding 

sWp plans. ontario has a large number of source water 

planning processes that are ongoing and will lead to bind-

ing legal restrictions. drinking Water protection plans in 

British Columbia may become binding through provincial 

approval but no binding plans have been approved.

Manitoba is in the process of developing its sWp 

program. in saskatchewan, plans are not legally-binding.

Periodic Review of Plans

threats to water are not static. new land-use activities, 

urban expansion, and other factors introduce new threats. 

the need for continual monitoring and updating of sWp 

plans was addressed in part ii of the Walkerton inquiry 

report:

Some aspects of the watershed-based source protection 

plans will require constant updating to reflect changing 

circumstances. One component of those plans should 

therefore be the identification of significant knowledge 

gaps and a plan for developing knowledge in those 

areas. The monitoring component of watershed-based 

source protection should ensure that new data are 

collected and used to continuously refine watershed 

models. These improvements must be integrated into 

the plan through a full and fair process. Original af-

fected groups and new participants should be convened 

periodically to review and revise the plan as necessary, 

using a process that is defined by the [Ministry] in co-

operation with the affected groups and is similar to the 

one used to develop the plan.15

in Manitoba, a review will require a review date is 

specified when a plan is approved.

new Brunswick does not require periodic review and 

updating, but does require updating upon the occurrence 

of certain events such as new wells being drilled.

newfoundland and Labrador does not formally require 

updating but sets a target date of every five years.

in nova scotia, the municipal water utility’s approval 

to operate includes a condition to review and update the 

sWp plan and implementation schedule of the plan on a 

yearly basis and document the status and activities of the 

plan in an annual report.

in ontario, when source protection plans are ap-

proved, the minister must specify the parts of the plan 

that require review and the review schedule.

prince edward island does not have a requirement to 

periodically review plans, but there is an expectation that 

the plans will be updated as needed.

in saskatchewan, sWp planning is not mandated in 

legislation so there is no requirement for review. the 

saskatchewan Watershed authority is currently developing 

criteria that will guide renewals.

Concluding Note on SWP Planning

a number of provinces have taken laudable initiatives to 

protect source water. new Brunswick, newfoundland and 

Labrador, nova scotia and prince edward island deserve 

special mention for being forerunners in these efforts 

and creating strong legally-binding protections for a large 

number of public water supplies.

in response to the Walkerton tragedy, ontario is imple-

menting a sWp program. of the Canadian initiatives, 

ontario’s is the most ambitious, comprehensive, inclu-

sive and well-funded. ontario’s efforts are currently mid-

process and it will be well-worth it to track its progress.
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3) protection of public interest in Water

Water is a substance that is essential to human life, 

critical to the environment, and irreplaceable in many 

commercial and industrial processes. the interaction of 

public, private, environmental and health aspects of water 

make water regulation one of the most complex legal and 

policy challenges.

all jurisdictions have created some form of private 

rights (e.g., riparian rights or domestic use rights) in water 

or allow the establishment of water-use rights by permit 

or licence. the creation of private rights in water can limit 

governmental abilities to protect and control use of water. 

for example, in texas where landowners legally “own” 

groundwater, ownership has been used both politically and 

legally to challenge attempts to limit rates of extraction to 

prevent the drying up of aquifers.16

Vesting water in the Crown is an important step that 

strengthens the authority of a province to regulate water. 

Where water is vested in the Crown, private rights to 

use water cannot be considered “ownership” or “private 

property” rights. 17 Maintaining ownership of water in the 

Crown gives government greater ability to adjust water 

rights after the rights have been issued. this is import-

ant in the context of drinking water protection as under 

many water-use statutes, drinking water is not currently 

a top priority and changes to priority schemes are likely 

to occur in the near future.18

the declaration of water as a community good or as a 

“public trust” extends the ability to protect water through 

regulation even further and arguably creates an obligation 

to protect the public interest aspects of water. establishing 

the public trust in water would make water management 

a fiduciary duty, strengthen water protection and provide 

a clear mandate for government to preserve and protect 

water in the public interest.19 for a fuller discussion of 

these issues, please see the joint publication by ecojustice 

and the poLis Water sustainability project.20 

in 2010, the federal government introduced the Trans-
boundary Waters Protection Act,21 (TWPA). the TWPA was 
intended to address “remaining gaps” in bulk water export 
laws.22 the TWPA was criticized as being inadequate and 
was never enacted. the lack of effective federal water 
export protection reaffirms the need for provinces and 
territories to have strong water export bans.

Vesting of Water in Crown

alberta, Manitoba, newfoundland and Labrador, north-
west territories, nova scotia, nunavut, Quebec and 
saskatchewan fully vest water in the Crown.

British Columbia vests water in the Crown, except to the 
extent “private rights” are established under legislation.

new Brunswick vests “control” of water in the province.

in the Yukon, the “administration and control” of water 
is vested in the territorial government except for waters 
in federal conservation areas.

ontario and prince edward island do not vest water 
in the Crown.

Public Trust / “Common Good”

three jurisdictions deserve special recognition for spe-
cifically acknowledging and protecting the public interest 
in water through taking steps to recognize that water is a 
public trust or common good.

in the northwest territories, the legislative assembly 
has passed a motion recognizing a fundamental right to 
water.

in saskatchewan, water is considered “a shared legacy, 
a public trust and a fundamental human right and, there-
fore, a collective responsibility.”

Quebec stands alone in protecting the public’s interest 
in water by affirming that water is a collective good and 
that the government is duty-bound to protect water quality. 
Under the Loi affirmant le caractère collectif des ressources 
en eau et visant à renforcer leur protection (an act to affirm 
the collective nature of water resources and provide for 
increased water resource protection), surface and ground-
water are recognized as collective goods for the people of 
Quebec. the law confirms that water resources are part 
of the province’s common heritage and that the state is 
duty-bound to act as their custodian, for the benefit of 
current and future generations. 

detailed information for each jurisdiction is found in 
table B5 of appendix B.

Water is a substance that is 

essential to human life, critical 

to the environment and has an 

irreplaceable function in many 

commercial and industrial processes.

http://www.ecojustice.ca/media-centre/press-releases/public-trust-and-water-protection
http://www.ecojustice.ca/media-centre/press-releases/public-trust-and-water-protection
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4) Water export Bans

Bulk water export prohibitions can take several forms: 

legislative bans; regulatory provisions; formal policy state-

ments; and informal policy or practice. definitions of what 

constitutes a “bulk water export” vary by jurisdictions and 

are set out in table B6 of appendix B, but generally these 

permit exports of water in containers up to 25 L (water 

cooler size).

in Canadian jurisdictions, because governments and 

their policies can change rapidly, strong protection against 

water exports can likely be best guaranteed in the long run 

by enacting legislative bans.

Under a legislative ban, bulk exports would require 

legislative amendments. Legislative bans would require a 

change to go through the formal legislative process, with 

the associated committee hearings, debate and recorded 

votes. the ban would have the force of law and generally 

speaking, would receive a higher level of deference from 

a reviewing court than policy or practice would.

a bulk water export ban enacted through regulation 

could be rescinded by the provincial or territorial cabinet 

without a recording of the individual votes of cabinet 

members. in most cases, there would be no guarantee of 

public notice of a proposal to change a regulatory ban and 

no involvement by opposition political parties. a change 

to a regulation would be published eventually, but it may 

not come to immediate attention.

Bans implemented through policy are the weakest form 

of water export prohibition. these “bans” do not have 

the force of law and, in most cases, could be changed 

without any notice, debate or public notice. this type of 

ban would also receive the least deference by a court in a 

case challenging export prohibitions.

Currently, bulk water export bans in Canadian provinces 

and territories take the following form:

•	 LegisLatiVe BULk Water Bans: alberta, British 

Columbia, Manitoba, newfoundland and Labrador, 

nova scotia, ontario, prince edward island, Quebec 

and saskatchewan.

•	 regULatorY Bans: no jurisdictions enforce bulk 

water export prohibitions through regulation.

•	 forMaL poLiCY Bans: the northwest territories, 

nunavut and the Yukon implement bulk water bans 

through formal policy statements.

•	 inforMaL poLiCY Bans: in new Brunswick, the 

government has an informal policy that the govern-

ment purports would prohibit bulk water exports 

through denials under through the Environmental 

Impact Assessment process.

detailed information for each jurisdiction is found in 

table B6 of appendix B.

Quebec stands alone in protecting the public’s interest in water by affirming that water is a collective good and that the 
government is duty-bound to protect water quality. Legislation confirms that water resources are part of the province’s 
common heritage and that the state is duty-bound to act as their custodian, for the benefit of current and future generations. 
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B. Water treatMent

source water protection is the first line of defence in 

the protection of drinking water. Water treatment is the 

second. Water treatment is in itself multi-layered and usu-

ally includes disinfection.

Water chlorination and filtration has been hailed as the 

major public health achievement of the 20th century.23 

However, in recent years, public concerns regarding the 

potential health impacts of byproducts resulting from the 

disinfection process have grown.

although disinfection byproducts, such as trihalo-

methanes and formaldehyde, are linked to various types 

of cancer, most experts agree that these cancer risks are 

smaller than the risks posed by pathogenic microorgan-

isms in water that is not disinfected.24 that said, many 

steps can be taken to reduce risks associated with dis-

infection, such as reducing turbidity through filtration and 

employing disinfection methods other than chlorine, such 

as ozonation and UV light treatment.

perhaps the most important factor in disinfecting water 

is to ensure that the water itself is free of sediment as it 

can interfere with treatment effectiveness.25 surface wat-

ers are much more likely than groundwater to experience 

periodic or chronic turbidity problems. the Guidelines for 

Canadian Drinking Water Quality recognize that micro-

biological contaminants are the greatest threat to public 

health and recommend filtration for any surface water 

and groundwater under the influence of surface water.26

in this report, we use the term “basic water treatment” 

to mean treatment intended to counter microbiological 

threats (for example, chlorination). advanced water 

treatment refers to treatments beyond disinfection, such 

as filtration (membrane, physical [sand], or chemical), 

ozonation, and treatment with ultraviolet light aimed at 

more effective microbiological threat control as well as 

removing other contaminants and improving physical 

water characteristics.

in 2006, prince edward island was the only jurisdiction 

that did not have mandatory basic water treatment or a 

proposal to implement such a requirement. advanced 

treatment requirements are mandatory in at least some 

situations in alberta, ontario, nova scotia and Quebec.

all jurisdictions now require some type of basic dis-

infection. However, in British Columbia and nunavut, the 

requirement for disinfection only applies to surface water.

the number of jurisdictions requiring advanced treat-

ment of surface water increased by one to six this year. 

the northwest territories joined alberta, ontario, nova 

scotia and Quebec and the Yukon.

taBle 3: DisinfeCtion anD aDvanCeD 
Water treatment requirements, 
provinCes anD territories

(please see table C1 in appendix C for details)

Year
2006 (including 

proposed) 2011

Base disinfection 12 13

advanced treatment 5 6

1) standards

the Guidelines for Canadian Drinking Water Quality identi-

fies roughly 165 microbiological, chemical (and physical), 

and radiological contaminants in drinking water that need 

to be reduced or eliminated to ensure the protection 

of human health. table 4 represents the change in the 

number of jurisdictions with legally-binding standards for 

contaminants and parameters.

taBle 4: jurisDiCtions WitH 
BinDing stanDarDs for 
Classes of Contaminants

(please see table C2 of appendix C for details)

Year microbiological Chemical radiological

2006 11 8 7

2011 13 12 8

from a legal perspective, standards provide a superior 

level of protection for human health than guidelines 

because standards are legally-binding and enforceable. 

a failure to meet standards should result in a variety of 

different actions being taken to ensure compliance in 

the future. in contrast, guidelines represent voluntary 

targets that drinking water providers may strive toward 
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but need not achieve. guidelines do not necessarily result 

in remedial action where violations occur.

Because of the inability of guidelines to legally compel 

action, in the Walkerton inquiry report, Justice o’Connor 

concluded that drinking water quality standards for all 

classes of systems “should have the force of law.”27 the 

World Health organization has also said that there should 

be legally-binding national standards for drinking water 

quality in all countries.28

the enforceability and compulsion that derive from 

standards make standards superior to guidelines.

in 2006, we found that five jurisdictions had fully 

adopted, or bettered, the full suite of parameters in the 

Guidelines (alberta, nova scotia, ontario, Quebec and 

the Yukon).29 eight jurisdictions had adopted some of the 

Guidelines and only new Brunswick and prince edward 

island had no legally-binding standards.

this year, we find that all jurisdictions have some 

form of microbiological sampling requirement, including 

some that are mandated in policy and applied in prac-

tice. all jurisdictions except British Columbia have some 

mandated form of chemical sampling. the number of 

jurisdictions adopting radiological standards or required 

sampling has increased to eight.

2) testing

a sampling program for a drinking water system should 

address both the scope of contaminants tested and the 

frequency of testing.

the design of routine contaminant testing will likely 

vary from water system to water system. When establish-

ing testing requirements for individual systems, regulators 

will generally take into account previous or initial testing 

results along with an assessment of potential sources of 

contamination, both natural and human-induced, that 

may influence drinking water quality. regulatory require-

ments for testing frequency vary by population level and 

identification of threats to water quality. generally, com-

munities with smaller populations have less stringent re-

quirements for both the breadth and frequency of testing. 

regulators allow less stringent testing due to the financial 

constraints of communities with smaller populations.

our assessment focuses on testing requirements 

for the three broad classes of contaminants established 

under the Guidelines (microbiological, chemical and 

radiological). in the results presented herein, a finding 

that a jurisdiction tests for one class of contaminants 

does necessarily indicate that the jurisdiction is requires 

testing for every parameter in the Guidelines; rather, it 

indicates that there is some required testing of standards 

within the broad classes. it is also important to note that 

a finding that a jurisdiction does not require testing does 

not necessary mean that individual systems within the 

jurisdiction are not otherwise required to test for such 

contaminants (for example, through individualized testing 

requirements imposed through an operating approval for 

a water system on a case-by-case basis).

in 2006, we found a noticeable trend toward more 

comprehensive, mandatory testing with 11 jurisdictions 

requiring testing for pathogens, eight requiring some 

sampling of chemical or physical — or both — factors, 

and two requiring some form of radiological sampling. the 

in recent years, public concerns regarding the potential 
health impacts of byproducts resulting from the disinfec-
tion process have grown.
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two provinces that did not require testing for pathogens in 

regulation either sampled water directly (newfoundland 

and Labrador) or required sampling in individual operat-

ing permits (new Brunswick).

this year, one additional jurisdiction (Yukon) now 

requires mandatory microbiological testing. in newfound-

land and Labrador, where water system operators are not 

required to test for microbiological contamination, the 

province operates a sampling program. newfoundland 

and Labrador now also mandates some type of sampling 

for chemical parameters. British Columbia, new Bruns-

wick, nunavut, and saskatchewan do not mandate chem-

ical testing parameters. as stated above, this finding does 

not preclude the possibility of testing for an individual 

system within these jurisdictions.

taBle 5: jurisDiCtions WitH manDatorY 
testing for Classes of Contaminants

(please see C3 in appendix C for more information)

Year microbiological Chemical radiological

2006 11 8 2

2011 13 9 2

3) Construction and Modification 
of drinking Water treatment 
and distribution systems

our analysis of drinking water regulation over three re-

ports finds that there are two ways that regulators impose 

construction and operation standards for water treat-

ment and delivery systems. regulatory bodies can adopt 

standards and requirements that all water suppliers must 

meet. alternatively, a regulatory body can require approv-

als for construction and operation with specific operating 

conditions imposed on a case-by-case basis.

in 2006, we found that every jurisdiction except new 

Brunswick regulated water system construction and 

maintenance. this year, we found that all jurisdictions 

impose minimum requirements for the construction and 

modification of drinking water systems through regulation 

of the approval process.

detailed information for each jurisdiction is found in 

table C4 of appendix C.

4) operator Certification

“There is no question that competent water operators 

are an essential element of a safe drinking water 

system.”30

Certification verifying proper training “is an essential 

component of a safe drinking water system.”31 operator 

certification is considered such an important issue in 

the United states that individual states must establish 

mandatory certification programs in order to be eligible 

for certain infrastructure grants.32

training and certification are, strictly speaking, separate 

issues. Certification is generally accomplished through a 

regulatory body that considers experience, education and 

examination. Certification should also ensure the main-

tenance of skills and the acquisition of new knowledge in 

the field. training requirements are not compared in this 

report but should take into account an employee’s duties, 

experience and education.

in 2006, all jurisdictions required accredited labs to 

test water samples. this year, the number fell to 12 as the 

northwest territories no longer requires water samples 

be analyzed at accredited labs.

in 2006, every jurisdiction except newfoundland and 

Labrador, new Brunswick, the northwest territories and 

nunavut had operator certification programs. this year, 

only newfoundland and Labrador and the northwest ter-

ritories lack operator certification programs.

taBle 6: requirements for laB 
aCCreDitation anD operator 
CertifiCation, provinCes anD 
territories

(please see table C5 in appendix C for more information)

Year
2006 (including 

proposed)
2011

Lab accreditation 13 12

operator certification 9 11
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5) reporting and transparency

prompt reporting of water testing results through drinking 

water advisories is essential in mitigating the effects of 

waterborne disease outbreaks.

the need to report goes beyond informing consum-

ers of immediate health threats. it is also important that 

consumers be informed of the overall quality of their 

drinking water. Both the United states and the european 

Union require water suppliers to provide “right-to-know” 

reports that summarize water quality testing results and 

contrast the quality of their water with relevant standards. 

in the United states, these reports are required annually 

and in the european Union such reports must be delivered 

every three years.

in 2006, we examined whether Canadian jurisdictions 

required right-to-know reports, had mandatory criteria for 

boil-water alerts and whether they posted water quality 

test results online. We found that five jurisdictions had 

right-to-know provisions, five had mandatory criteria for 

boil-water alerts and eight jurisdictions posted some water 

quality information online.

this year, we present information related to drinking 

water advisories in the Clear as Mud section on page 24.

in this report we also investigate whether jurisdictions 

have created a statutory right for the public to require an 

investigation into concerns about their drinking water 

sources. the benefits of an adequate statutory right to 

investigate are that it identifies a specific official respon-

sible for complaints from the public and requires an 

initial examination and further investigation, if merited. if 

investigation is not merited, then, pursuant to the statute 

or through principles of procedural fairness, there must 

be disclosure of the reasons why an investigation was 

not pursued.

this year we find that alberta, British Columbia, 

Manitoba, newfoundland and Labrador, ontario, prince 

edward island and saskatchewan require the reporting 

of water quality results to residents or the posting of the 

information online. new Brunswick, the northwest ter-

ritories and nova scotia produce annual reports where 

some testing information is reported.

British Columbia, newfoundland and Labrador, the 

northwest territories and ontario provide residents the 

ability to request an investigation regarding drinking water 

concerns.

taBle 7: transparenCY anD 
puBliC aCCountaBilitY, 
provinCes anD territories

(please see table C6 in appendix C for more information)

Year
2006 (including 

proposed) 2011

right-to-know 
reports

5
7 (plus 3 w/ annual 
provincial reporting 

of some data)

right to 
request 
investigation

(not analyzed) 4

r. C. Harris Water treatment plant, toronto
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Drinking water advisories abound in Canada, but pinpointing locations is next to impossible

in Canada, on any given day, there are roughly 1,000 drinking water advisories in effect including, but not 

limited to, boil-water alerts.33 these are warnings from public health authorities that tap water is unsafe to 

drink and may cause illness or transmit disease. about half of the drinking water advisories are for cities and 

towns. the other half of drinking water advisories are for places such as nursing homes, provincial parks, 

schools and summer camps.34

While we know approximately now many drinking water advisories are issued on average, it is extraordinarily 

difficult to compile a comprehensive list of advisories because there is no central repository in Canada. there 

is no standard way of conveying warnings about drinking water safety, and the terminology and availability of 

information varies considerably between provinces, regions and even local health units.

some provincial governments do not even publish boil-water advisories. efforts in these jurisdictions may 

be limited to the discretionary efforts of local water suppliers (such as physical postings in local locations or 

ads in community newspapers) without any requirement for online publication. in other words, there is no 

attempt to make information available beyond local community members, putting visitors at risk.

the lack of national standardized reporting makes it difficult to measure the current state of water at any 

point in time. it also makes it hard to track trends in water quality.

While transparency regarding water conditions in some provinces is poor, first nations communities are 

in an even worse situation (for a full discussion of this issue, please see Seeking Water Justice, a joint report 

by ecojustice, the forum for Leadership on Water-Canada, and the Centre for indigenous environmental 

resources35 (www.ecojustice.ca/publications/reports/seeking-water-justice/attachment). too many of these 

communities live with the kind of sewage and water conditions seen in third World countries.36 Unfortunately, 

status updates on problem areas are not available because Health Canada does not share that information in 

a meaningful form. Health Canada’s website has a page where it lists how many first nations communities 

across Canada are currently under a drinking water advisory, but fails to specify which communities are affected.

the situation in Canada is a stark contrast to american federal legislation that mandates each state produce 

and submit a report identifying the frequency and nature of violations of the Safe Drinking Water Act to the 

environmental protection agency. the epa in turn produces a comprehensive national report that summar-

izes trends, draws conclusions and makes recommendations.37

in table 7, we examine whether jurisdictions keep a centralized registry of drinking water advisories that 

would be useful for monitoring drinking water quality and for analyzing trends. We also look at whether, and 

what, information is made available to the public online and how people can find out more information about 

water quality in their local area. finally, we examine whether any Canadian jurisdictions prepare a report similar 

to the ones required in the United states.

our analysis shows that eight jurisdictions keep a registry of drinking water advisories and make advis-

ories available online; five jurisdictions publish a periodic report analyzing the overall frequency of advisories, 

drawing conclusions and making recommendations; and five jurisdictions and the federal government do 

not keep an online registry.

Clear as muD   

www.ecojustice.ca/publications/reports/seeking-water-justice/attachment
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taBle 8: Drinking Water aDvisories

jurisdiction
Cent. 
reg.

Drinking Water advisories available online?
report and 
analysis of 

trends

alberta no

no. there is no online boil-water advisory registry that can be searched by 
location and/or collects and tabulates drinking water advisories.

Find out more: all health advisories, including boil-water advisories, are posted 
on the alberta Health services website as they are received and can be viewed at: 
www.albertahealthservices.ca/1926.asp. residents can also contact Health Link 
alberta toll-free at 1-866-408-5465 if they have additional concerns.

no

British 
Columbia

Yes 
(by 

reg)

Yes. each of B.C.’s Health authorities keeps a registry of the boil-water advisories 
within its own jurisdiction. the Ministry of Health website does not list the 
advisories itself, but does contain a page that defines the various types of water 
advisories and has links to the different Health authority websites

Find out more: Ministry of Health: www.health.gov.bc.ca/protect/dwadvisories.
html; Vancouver island Health authority: www.healthspace.ca/Clients/ViHa/
ViHa_Website.nsf; Vancouver Coastal Health authority (correct link): www.
vch.ca/your_environment/water_quality/drinking_water/advisories/; northern 
Health authority: www.healthspace.ca/Clients/nHa/nHa_Website.nsf; interior 
Health authority: http://php.interiorhealth.ca/waternotifications.aspx; fraser 
Health authority: www.healthspace.ca/Clients/fHa/fHa_Website.nsf/env-
frameset

Yes

Manitoba Yes

Yes. a list of boil-water advisories and drinking water avoidance advisories for 
public systems, semi-public systems, and area-wide private wells is available on 
the government of Manitoba’s Water stewardship website.

Find out more: drinking water advisories may be found at: www.gov.mb.ca/
waterstewardship/odw/public-info/boil-water/ 

no

new 
Brunswick

Yes

Yes. the government’s website contains a list of both the current and past boil-
water and do-not-drink advisories.

Find out more: Current drinking water advisories at: www.gnb.ca/0053/public_
health/alerts_advisories-e.asp; past drinking water advisories: www.gnb.ca/0053/
public_health/alerts_advisories_past-e.asp

Yes

newfoundland Yes 

Yes. Lists of current drinking water advisories for public water systems and a list 
of advisories lifted in the past 30 days are kept on the government’s website.

Find out more: www.env.gov.nl.ca/env/waterres/quality/drinkingwater/advisories.
html

no

northwest 
territories

Yes
Yes. a list of current and past drinking water advisories is available.

Find out more: www.maca.gov.nt.ca/operations/water/boilwaterview.asp?
Yes

nova scotia Yes

Yes. a list of drinking water advisories for public drinking water supplies is 
available on the government’s website.

Find out more www.gov.ns.ca/nse/water/boiladvisory.asp

Yes

http://www.albertahealthservices.ca/1926.asp
http://www.health.gov.bc.ca/protect/dwadvisories.html
http://www.health.gov.bc.ca/protect/dwadvisories.html
http://www.healthspace.ca/Clients/VIHA/VIHA_Website.nsf
http://www.healthspace.ca/Clients/VIHA/VIHA_Website.nsf
http://www.vch.ca/your_environment/water_quality/drinking_water/advisories/
http://www.vch.ca/your_environment/water_quality/drinking_water/advisories/
http://www.healthspace.ca/Clients/NHA/NHA_Website.nsf
http://php.interiorhealth.ca/waternotifications.aspx
http://www.healthspace.ca/Clients/FHA/FHA_Website.nsf/Env-Frameset
http://www.healthspace.ca/Clients/FHA/FHA_Website.nsf/Env-Frameset
http://www.gov.mb.ca/waterstewardship/odw/public-info/boil-water/
http://www.gov.mb.ca/waterstewardship/odw/public-info/boil-water/
http://www.gnb.ca/0053/public_health/alerts_advisories-e.asp
http://www.gnb.ca/0053/public_health/alerts_advisories-e.asp
http://www.gnb.ca/0053/public_health/alerts_advisories_past-e.asp
http://www.gnb.ca/0053/public_health/alerts_advisories_past-e.asp
http://www.env.gov.nl.ca/env/waterres/quality/drinkingwater/advisories.html
http://www.env.gov.nl.ca/env/waterres/quality/drinkingwater/advisories.html
http://www.maca.gov.nt.ca/operations/water/boilwaterview.asp?
http://www.gov.ns.ca/nse/water/boiladvisory.asp
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taBle 8: Drinking Water aDvisories

jurisdiction
Cent. 
reg.

Drinking Water advisories available online?
report and 
analysis of 

trends

nunavut no

there is no online boil-water advisory registry that may searched by location and 
/ or collects and tabulates drinking water advisories.

Find out more: all health advisories, including boil-water advisories, are posted 
on the Health and social services website and can be viewed at: www.hss.gov.
nu.ca/en/newsroom%20Health%20advisories.aspx

no

ontario no

Boil-water advisories are issued by the individual public Health inspectors at 
each individual public Health office across the province and there is no online 
boil-water advisory registry.

Find out more: the ontario parks webpage does list which provincial parks are 
subject to drinking water advisories. faQ: www.health.gov.on.ca/english/public/
pub/watersafe/watersafe_boiled.html. ontario parks: www.parkreports.com/
report.php

Yes

prince edward 
island

no

no. there is no online boil-water advisory registry,

Find out more: there is a page on what to do during a boil-water advisory:  
www.gov.pe.ca/health/index.php3?number=1020723&lang=e

no

Quebec Yes

Yes. a list of boil-water and do-not-consume advisories, broken down by 
administrative region, is kept on the government’s website.

Find out more: www.mddep.gouv.qc.ca/eau/potable/avisebullition/index.htm?cit

no

saskatchewan Yes

Yes. a list of all precautionary drinking water advisories and emergency boil-water 
orders is kept on the government’s sask H20 website.

Find out more: www.saskh20.ca/advisories.asp

Yes

Yukon no no. there is no online boil-water advisory registry. no

federal no 

no. Health Canada’s website has a page where it lists how many first nations 
communities across Canada are currently under a drinking water advisory, but 
does not specify which communities are affected.

Find out more: www.hc-sc.gc.ca/fniah-spnia/promotion/public-publique/water-
eau-eng.php

no

otHer HeLpfUL soUrCes

the Canadian Medical association published an article in 2008 that is the most recent, comprehensive point in time assess-
ment of the number of drinking water advisories in effect: www.cmaj.ca/content/178/10/1261.full

the Water Chronicles website provides a list of water advisories by province: www.water.ca/textm.asp

H. isfeld, Boil Water Advisory Mapping Project: An exploration and review of available data (2009): www.pwhce.ca/pdf/boilWater.
pdf

a. picard, “How safe is Canada’s Water”, Globe and Mail (toronto), July 29, 2011; available online: www.theglobeandmail.com/
life/health/new-health/andre-picard/how-safe-is-canadas-drinking-water-its-tough-to-know/article2080746/

the online site “Health and safety Watch Canada” provides the ability to sign up for localized health alerts. www.healthand-
safetywatch.com

http://www.hss.gov.nu.ca/en/Newsroom%20Health%20Advisories.aspx
http://www.hss.gov.nu.ca/en/Newsroom%20Health%20Advisories.aspx
http://www.health.gov.on.ca/english/public/pub/watersafe/watersafe_boiled.html
http://www.health.gov.on.ca/english/public/pub/watersafe/watersafe_boiled.html
http://www.parkreports.com/report.php
http://www.parkreports.com/report.php
http://www.gov.pe.ca/health/index.php3?number=1020723&lang=E
http://www.mddep.gouv.qc.ca/eau/potable/avisebullition/index.htm?cit
http://www.saskh20.ca/advisories.asp
http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/fniah-spnia/promotion/public-publique/water-eau-eng.php
http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/fniah-spnia/promotion/public-publique/water-eau-eng.php
http://www.cmaj.ca/content/178/10/1261.full
http://www.water.ca/textm.asp
http://www.pwhce.ca/pdf/boilWater.pdf
http://www.pwhce.ca/pdf/boilWater.pdf
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/life/health/new-health/andre-picard/how-safe-is-canadas-drinking-water-its-tough-to-know/article2080746/
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/life/health/new-health/andre-picard/how-safe-is-canadas-drinking-water-its-tough-to-know/article2080746/
http://www.healthandsafetywatch.com/
http://www.healthandsafetywatch.com/
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ParT I I

federaL goVernMent faiLUres

it would be much easier to make a list of the things the 

federal government does well to ensure safe drinking 

water than a list of the things that it does poorly. the list 

of things done well would be quite short, perhaps empty, 

while the list of things done poorly is lengthy and goes 

well beyond what we canvass below.

all levels of government share responsibility for the 

provision of safe drinking water. in most communities, 

provincial governments regulate the frontline aspects of 

drinking water management, including source protection, 

treatment, testing, and operator certification. Municipal-

ities and local water providers generally collect, treat and 

distribute drinking water pursuant to delegated provincial 

power.

the federal government plays an essential role in 

drinking water protection on first nations land and other 

areas under federal jurisdiction such as military bases, 

national parks, and on common carriers such as airplanes 

and ships.

previously, the federal government recognized the 

need to ensure the safety of materials and products that 

come into contact with drinking water, from distribution 

systems to home treatment devices, and introduced, but 

did not pass, the Drinking Water Materials Safety Act. the 

failure to pass this Act, left a regulatory gap that remains 

unaddressed.38

in 2005, the Commissioner for environment and 

sustainable development pointed out a number of weak-

nesses in the federal government’s efforts to fulfill these 

responsibilities, including:

•	 around 50 drinking water parameters (contamin-

ant limits) need to be updated to reflect current 

science and this will take approximately 10 years. 

that time would increase if emerging contaminants 

are added;39

•	 extensive failures to provide safe drinking water to 

aboriginal people on reserves;40

•	 uneven compliance with the Guidelines for Canadian 

Drinking Water Quality at federal facilities;41 and,

•	 a failure to inspect water on airplanes.42

as discussed in the sections below, the federal gov-

ernment’s performance regarding water is unequivocally 

dismal. While the outlook is bleak, there may be cause for 

optimism in the recent developments regarding the “right 

to water” discussed further on in this report.

a. CUts

in december of last year, the federal Commissioner of 

environment and sustainable development (part of the 

office of the auditor general of Canada) issued a report 

that included a number of deeply troubling findings, 

including that:

•	 “environment Canada is not adequately monitoring 

the quality and quantity of Canada’s surface water 

resources.”

•	 environment Canada “is not monitoring water quality 

on the majority of federal lands and does not know 

whether other federal departments are doing so. 

as a result, there may be vast areas under federal 
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jurisdiction where fresh water quality and quantity 

conditions are not being monitored.”43

•	 “environment Canada cannot assure users that its 

water quality data is fit for their intended uses”44 

because of a lack of quality control.

•	 environment Canada was not publishing reports 

under the Canada Water Act as required.45

•	 environment Canada’s failures go beyond just af-

fecting the environment because “[u]nderstanding 

the status and long-term trends in the quality and 

quantity of the country’s fresh water resources is of 

vital importance to Canada’s future prosperity.”46

the department responded to the report and agreed 

with all recommendations made. despite governmental 

acknowledgement of these problems, the situation will 

likely get worse.

the reason? in the 2011 federal budget, the govern-

ment of Canada announced that it would make substantial 

cuts to environmental programs and initiatives. these cuts 

could slash as much as $1.6 billion in funding and elimin-

ate of hundreds of jobs. among the deep cuts planned are 

776 jobs, including scientist, meteorologist and engineer 

positions. Many of the programs slated for cuts oversee 

the collection of reliable scientific information and data 

about our water resources and aquatic environments.

environment Canada’s budget has $222 million of 

cuts spread over the next three years while the Canadian 

environmental assessment agency will eliminate one 

third of its workforce. these cuts come on top of previous 

cuts and staffing gaps. environment Canada, for example, 

no longer has a water quality division. now, instead of 

strengthening the ability to understand research and 

monitor natural resources, the federal government ap-

pears to be abandoning water research and assessment 

as a priority. Without reliable and adequate information, 

Canada’s decision-makers will have great difficulty making 

informed decisions.

regarding the cuts, sierra Club of Canada’ executive 

director, John Bennett, stated: “What it will do is give pol-

luters exactly what they want — a toothless, understaffed 

environment Canada with weakened scientific capacity 

and no enforcement capability.”47

the 2011 cuts are just another round of attacks on 

environmental laws and budgets. the federal budget 

implementation acts of 2009 and 2010 contained signifi-

cant rollbacks of environmental laws. these rollbacks were 

adopted under the cover of budgetary and fiscal measures 

with little public scrutiny or debate.

the Budget Implementation Act, 2009,48 weakened the 

scope of the Navigable Waters Protection Act by limiting the 

types of activities and projects that require environmental 

impact assessment and other review.49

the Jobs and Economic Growth Act, which implemented 

the 2010 budget,50 weakened several provisions of the 

Canadian Environmental Assessment Act51 and gave the 

federal government increased discretion to limit or elimin-

ate the application of environmental impact assessment 

requirements for certain projects and activities.52 Canada’s 

abandonment of its obligations to reduce emissions of 

greenhouse gases under the Kyoto Protocol is a further 

example of backward movement on environmental pro-

tection and we believe it also puts water supplies at risk.53

the trend of hobbling Canada’s federal environmental 

capacity is a multi-decade regression. Canada reduced its 

federal environmental spending by 40 per cent between 

1993 and 1997, commencing a long and continuing period 

of environmental backsliding.54

B. Want safe drinking Water? 

YoU MaY HaVe to drink tHe 

priVatiZation kooL-aid

in 2007, the federation of Canadian Municipalities (fCM) 

raised an alarm for policymakers and Canadians. the 

report, Danger Ahead: The Coming Collapse of Canada’s 

Municipal Infrastructure, pointed to a water infrastructure 

deficit tied to water supply and waste water and storm 

water systems. the report estimated it would take $31 bil-

lion to repair aging infrastructure largely put in place in the 

1930s and 1940s and maintained through under-funded 

budgets for decades. the fCM estimated another $56.6 

billion was needed to build new infrastructure to meet the 

in the 2011 federal budget, the 

government of Canada announced 

that it would make substantial cuts to 

environmental programs and initiatives.
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demands of a growing population and new provincial and 

federal regulatory requirements.55

these looming infrastructure needs further strain 

already strapped local government budgets. now, the 

federal government is taking advantage of local govern-

ments’ desperate need for funding to impose ideologically 

slanted polices.

the manipulation of public funding to drive a political 

agenda is sparking fierce community battles, such as one 

occurring in 2011 in abbotsford and Mission, B.C. there, 

the two communities initially proposed a project to de-

velop a new water source as a “public-private partnership” 

(ppp). the decision to build the project as a ppp was taken 

to gain access to the federal public private partnership 

fund for 25 per cent of the project’s cost. according to a 

local councillor, the ppp fund was the only federal fund-

ing available for the project.56 the proposal generated so 

much local opposition that Mission was forced to pull out 

of the plan and abbotsford was forced to put the matter 

to referendum (still to be held at the time of writing).57

federal government efforts to increase privatization of 

public water services include making new funding avail-

able only through the ppp fund, as well through the rules 

for the Building Canada fund (BCf). Under the BCf, cities 

applying for funding were forced to undergo a mandatory 

ppp screening process for large projects over $50 million. 

Municipalities had to go through a complicated process 

involving expensive legal fees before they were allowed to 

opt out of ppp arrangements. in 2006, Whistler had to 

spend more than $1 million dollars in legal fees to main-

tain the public water system local residents demanded.58

the federal government’s policy choices might be 

defensible if there were a demonstrated benefit to ppp 

arrangements, but that is not the case. for decades, policy 

makers have experimented with ppps in an effort to save 

costs. Cost savings were promised under privatization due 

to the effects of “competition.” However, research on the 

privatization experience at the local government level chal-

lenges this understanding. expectations of costs savings 

are not well supported by a careful reading of economic 

theory, and empirically the evidence for cost savings is 

weak. theoretically, expectations of cost savings derive 

primarily from competition, but competition is rarely 

present in public service markets. private owners will have 

incentives to reduce quality, and transaction costs of con-

tracting may be higher than the costs of internal delivery.59

in our view, the proper role of federal government 

should be to assist in meeting Canada’s drinking water 

infrastructure needs, not drive a political agenda. the 

federal government should make funding equally available 

to all water systems based on need.

C. first nations  

(contributed by Cassandra porter)

the water safety tragedies in Walkerton, ont., and north 

Battleford, sask., highlighted the vulnerability of Canada’s 

water systems. as a result of these tragedies, improving 

the safety of drinking water has become a priority through-

out Canada, including in first nations communities.60 

since then, billions of dollars have been spent and new 

legislation has been proposed, but water quality in first 

nations communities is still far below that of off-reserve 

communities, and it shows few signs of improving.61

the federal government has jurisdiction over water on 

first nations reserves, and provides support and funding 

to help these communities construct, upgrade and man-

age on-reserve water systems. aside from federal policies, 

administrative guidelines and funding arrangements, 

there is no regulatory regime governing the quality and 

safety of drinking water in first nations communities.62

Bill s–11 — An Act respecting the safety of drinking water 

on First Nations communities — tabled in parliament in 

May 2010, attempted to address this regulatory void. 

Bill s–11 would have enabled the federal government to 

regulate drinking water on reserves and incorporate and 

adapt relevant provincial legislation for the needs of first 

nations communities.63 

Bill s–11 was met with substantial resistance by first 

nations groups who claimed it infringed on their jurisdic-

tion.64 the 2010 auditor general report also warned that it 

could take years before regulations under Bill s–11 could 

be developed and fully implemented.65 the bill died when 

a federal election was called in the spring of 2011.

Meanwhile, first nations groups seek to develop their 

own water management strategies. for example, the as-

sembly of first nations has recently conducted research 

on the viability of a first nations Commission on Water.66
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recent developments suggest that government spend-

ing and programs have failed to deliver safe drinking water 

to first nations communities. as of July 2011, there were 

126 first nations communities across Canada under a 

drinking water advisory, an increase from 106 commun-

ities in december 2008.67 in 2006, the expert panel on 

safe drinking Water for first nations found that “the 

federal government has never provided adequate funding 

to first nations” to ensure that water quality standards 

on reserves could improve.68

the 2010 auditor general’s report states that more 

than half of water systems on first nations reserves pose 

a medium or high risk to community members. the report 

also notes that first nations reserves “may still be years 

away from having drinking water protection comparable 

to what exists off-reserve in Canada.”69

an independent study commissioned in 2011 by the 

department of aboriginal affairs and northern develop-

ment Canada (aandC) estimated it would take $4.7 bil-

lion over 10 years to bring on-reserve water systems up 

to satisfactory standards.70 Large-scale funding to ensure 

comparable water quality for all Canadians will require 

a clear and broad political commitment by the federal 

government.

Canada also abstained from voting on a United nations 

resolution to recognize the right to clean, safe drinking 

water and sanitation, despite broad support for the resolu-

tion, including from first nations organizations.71

More recently, the federal government explicitly com-

mitted to promoting access to clean water for first na-

tions communities in its 2011 throne speech.72 Without 

concrete funding and a clear action plan, such verbal 

commitments do little to ensure that first nations com-

munities have access to safe drinking water.

d. tHe rigHt to Water

(contributed by anna Johnston)

in recent years, Canada has been criticized, first for op-

posing, and then later failing to support the “Human 

right to Water.”73 While Canada’s water and sanitation 

services in urban centres are among the safest in the 

world, Canada still faces challenges in small, rural and 

remote communities.74 Canada does not have uniform 

national standards for drinking water, and water supplies 

in rural communities are often inadequate.75 as previously 

noted, the situation on first nations reserves is even 

more alarming.

Critics argue that recognizing this right is not only 

important for upholding Canada’s global reputation and 

responsibilities,76 it is also a key means of addressing 

water quality, quantity and accessibility issues within its 

own borders. 77

in a historic moment, and despite previous oppos-

ition, Canada supported a resolution of the World Health 

assembly (the governing body of the World Health or-

ganization) recognizing the right to water in May 2011.78 

invoking two earlier Un resolutions recognizing the right 

to water,79 resolution 64/24 further calls on countries to 

take a number of steps with the goal of “improving the 

realization of the human right to water and sanitation.”80

Canada’s support for resolution 64/24 is the country’s 

first formal recognition of a right to safe drinking water 

and sanitation. as such, the resolution may well serve as 

a transformative moment in the struggle to guarantee 

all Canadians access to clean, safe drinking water and 

sanitation.

the potential transformative effect of Canada’s rec-

ognition of the right to safe water and sanitation resides 

in the nature of the right itself. resolution 64/24 defines 

the human right to water as an entitlement by “everyone, 

without discrimination, to water and sanitation that is 

sufficient, safe, acceptable, physically accessible and af-

fordable for personal and domestic uses.”81

according to the 2007 annual report of the Un High 

Commissioner for Human rights, the right to safe drink-

ing water covers the “amount of water needed — along 

with sanitation requirements — to provide for personal 

and domestic uses, which comprise water for drinking, 

washing clothes, food preparation and for personal and 

recent developments suggest that 

government spending and programs 

have failed to deliver safe drinking 

water to first nations communities.
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household hygiene,”82 and includes affordable sanitation 

services that are safely accessible.83

these definitions make clear that the right to water is 

a fundamental positive right. By supporting resolution 

64/24, Canada is now more than ever obligated to pro-

vide all Canadians with safe drinking water and sanitation 

services in an equitable manner.84

But what do these obligations entail?

first, the government has an obligation to respect the 

right to water by protecting it from negative interference, 

whether that interference comes from government or 

private action. second, the government is obligated to 

ensure that individuals have access to remedies if their 

right is breached. finally, the government has an obliga-

tion to adopt measures that ensure everyone has equitable 

access to clean drinking water and sanitation.85

flowing from this third general requirement, among 

Canada’s most pressing obligations under resolution 

64/24 is to implement a national water strategy that 

ensures all Canadians have full and equal access to safe, 

clean drinking water and sanitation services.86 such a 

strategy must include a regulatory framework to govern 

drinking water and sanitation in first nations commun-

ities.87 an adequate national health strategy will include:

•	 standardized monitoring and testing;

•	 clear enforceable standards;

•	 enforcement;

•	 infrastructure support;

•	 measures ensuring the affordability and accessibility 

of safe drinking water; and

•	 public participation in water use decisions.

standardized monitoring and testing are essential to 

ensure the adequacy of water and sanitation systems.88 

thus to adequately implement the Un resolution, Canada 

must develop clear, enforceable standards for the design 

and construction of water and sanitation systems, and it 

must enforce those standards.89 to ensure consistency, 

water should be tested according to the Guidelines for 

Canadian Drinking Water Quality, which should incorpor-

ate health-based targets to address overall public health 

policy. 90

the government’s obligations also require it to take 

proactive measures to provide adequate services. signifi-

cant investment in infrastructure is necessary to maintain 

existing water and sanitation services and improve sys-

tems in underserviced areas. thus, the government must 

ensure local authorities have the financial resources to 

maintain, repair and replace infrastructure as necessary.91

Canada’s obligations to respect and protect the right 

to safe water also require it to ensure water and sanitation 

are accessible and affordable. reliance on private entities 

to provide services does not absolve the government of 

its duties in these regards. Where local authorities enter 

into public-private partnerships, water and sanitation 

services must remain accessible, affordable, and of a 

sufficient quality.92

the right to water and sanitation includes procedural 

and substantive rights, such as the right to participate in 

decision-making. 93 this means consulting with affected 

communities, especially first nations communities.

Most importantly, providing clean drinking water re-

quires Canada to safeguard water from contamination and 

overuse that would infringe the right. non-contamination 

requires protecting watersheds and water sources — in-

cluding groundwater — from pollution. to ensure the 

efficacy of source water protection, the federal agencies 

primarily responsible for water resource management 

must have operating budgets that allow for adequate im-

plementation and enforcement of protection measures.94

the right to water is inextricably related to fundamental 

rights to an adequate standard of living, life, and human 

dignity.95 in Canada, this means that the right to water 

forms a part of the right to life, liberty and security of the 

person and the right to equality as guaranteed under the 

Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms.96

Because the right to water is essential for full enjoy-

ment of other fundamental rights, Canada must fully 

embrace it by recognizing it domestically. provinces and 

territories have begun to recognize a right to water through 

provincial legislation and motions.97 But for an equitable 

application, Canada must enshrine the right to safe, clean 

drinking water and sanitation services in its Constitution.

finally, as right-holders, it is incumbent on Canadians 

to demand that government act swiftly to fully implement 

the right to water.
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ParT I I I

reCoMMendations 

source Water protection

1. all provinces and territories should create sWp 
plans. Where sWp forms part of a larger planning 
process, it should be explicit that drinking water 
has the highest priority for water use and that other 
land uses will be limited or prohibited as necessary 
to protect drinking water quality.

2. the preparation of sWp plans should be science-
based, widely inclusive, and receive provincial 
approval and commitment through which the sWp 
plan becomes legally-binding.

treatment, testing and distribution

3. Commit to reviewing and implementing as appro-
priate to each jurisdiction the recommendations 
of the Walkerton Commission of inquiry.

4. require disinfection for all source water supplies. 
Where water tends to be turbid or there are 
concerns about disinfection byproducts, a plan to 
address that issue should be promptly developed.

5. require filtration (or equivalent treatment alterna-
tive) for surface source water supplies and source 
groundwater supplies subject to the influence of 
surface waters.

6. require adequate testing for all contaminants 
listed in the Guidelines for Canadian Drinking 
Water Quality. exemptions from testing for certain 
contaminants should be granted only where there 
is a history of clean tests and there are no ongoing 
human activities that could affect drinking water 
quality.

reporting and public transparency

7. require that water suppliers report test results 
along with missed sampling and equipment 
failures to provincial or territorial agencies.

8. require that water suppliers make system ap-
provals and testing results readily available to the 
public, including posting such information online. 
on a periodic basis, water suppliers should prepare 
right-to-know reports for the populations served.

9. develop programs for random sampling and 
inspection with clear follow-up actions required in 
cases of non-compliance.

10. publish a periodic report that analyzes the overall 
frequency of advisories, draws conclusions and 
makes recommendations concerning water safety.
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federal government

11. do not make proposed cuts to critical environ-
mental monitoring and key staff positions at 
environment Canada.

12. reverse cuts already made to critical environmental 
monitoring and environment Canada staffing.

13. Undertake an analysis of the resources needed 

to properly monitor and protect Canada’s water 
resources.

14. the federal government should abandon the 
legislative approach of simply making first nations 
communities subject to provincial regulation 

and properly engage with first nations. proper 
engagement with first nations will develop a plan 
to provide appropriate funding, establish adequate 

water quality standards or apply the Guideline for 
Canadian Drinking Water Quality standards, and 
establish a phase-in timeline to allow infrastructure 
investments and training necessary to meet those 
standards.

general

15. Canadian communities, particularly those close 

to the U.s. border, may be at risk to increased 

demands on existing water sources due to poor 

water export prohibitions at the federal level 

or policies only at the provincial and territorial 

level. all jurisdictions should have strong and 

comprehensive bans on water exports.

16. given recent recognition of the right to water, all 

jurisdictions need to review legislation and poli-

cies to ensure consistency with the right to water 

and make specific, high-priority plans to address 

situations where Canadians to do not have reliable 

access to safe drinking water.

17. Like Quebec, the northwest territories and sas-

katchewan, other jurisdictions should acknowledge 

that water is a public trust or community good and 

explicitly acknowledge that government is a trustee 

of water and is bound to protect it for present and 

future generations.
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ParT IV

CLosing – deatH BY idioCY

While, thankfully, there has always has been a sizeable 
proportion of the population that cares deeply about 
drinking water quantity, there is likely a larger segment 
of the population that does not consider drinking water 
safety a priority. in a survey that is both amusing and sad, 
respondents ranked “sunshine” and “the internet” higher 
than “clean drinking water” when asked to list things 
they could not live without.98 More than one-quarter of 
Canadians do not even know where their drinking water 
comes from.99

as noted in the report, the Commissioner for sustain-
able development found that there were more than 50 
contaminant standards that need to be updated to reflect 
current science — a task that will take at least 10 years. 
this is clear evidence that ensuring safe drinking water is 
not a governmental priority.

another trend causes us concern. not anti-drinking 
water attitudes, per se, but instead a push to lower taxes 
and reduce regulation that could side-swipe drinking 
water protection efforts. these attitudes are even more 
dangerous in a time of changing climate, fiscal austerity, 
and economic fears.

the non-partisan U.s. government accountability 
office (gao) issued a report that illustrates how starv-
ing government jeopardizes health. the gao found that 
states either failed to report or inaccurately reported 26 per 
cent of health-related violations and 84 per cent of drinking 
water monitoring violations.100 these lapses were primar-
ily due to inadequate funding, staffing and training.101

as discussed in our report, cutbacks at the federal gov-
ernment level in Canada and rollbacks of environmental 
legislation mean that the situation here is likely to be 
similar, or worse.

in previous editions of this series, our findings led us 

to conclude that the biggest risks to drinking water came 

from gaps or deficiencies in the frontline of drinking water 

protection — the laws, programs, policies and personnel 

directly responsible for delivering safe and clean drinking 

water.

due to the hard work and dedication of many of those 

directly responsible for protecting drinking water (truly un-

sung heroes), this is no longer the case. now the gravest 

threat, as we see it, is that the frontlines of drinking water 

protection will be overwhelmed by other forces.

this is not the time to retreat from measures assur-

ing quality drinking water for all Canadians, but rather a 

time to proactively tackle the enormous challenges we 

face, tomorrow, next week and even next decade. Let’s 

review the facts:

Water quality is increasingly 
under threat.

Canada’s water quality is under increasing threat. the 

reasons are many-fold and include:

•	 there are emerging chemicals and substances that, 

while studied for particular uses (e.g. pharmaceut-

icals), are often not studied for their impact when 

released into the general environment.102 Moreover, 

drinking water treatment and testing is not de-

signed to deal with these substances, and there is a 

tremendous lack of understanding of how multiple 

contaminants interact when ingested together.103
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•	 environmental laws have shorter reach due to 

funding cuts that have devastated the compliance 

and enforcement functions of many ministries and 

departments.

Contaminants in drinking water and weaker environ-

mental laws and enforcement capacity have direct impacts 

on drinking water quality. for these reasons, we strongly 

believe that our general environmental and land-use laws 

are not up to the task. We need specific programs and 

legal protection of drinking water, such as those outlined 

in the sWp section of our report.

Water availability will vary 
with climate change.

Climate change will affect water resources through its 

impact on the quantity, variability, timing, form, and 

intensity of precipitation. according to the intergovern-

mental panel on Climate Change all regions of the world 

show an overall net negative impact on water resources 

and freshwater ecosystems from climate change. areas 

in which runoff is projected to decline are likely to face a 

reduction in the value of the services provided by water 

resources. the beneficial impacts of increased annual 

runoff in other areas are likely to be tempered in some 

areas by negative effects of increased precipitation vari-

ability and seasonal runoff shifts in water supply, water 

quality and flood risks.104

We may already be seeing the impacts of climate 

change on water quantity. renewable water resources have 

declined in southern Canada over the past three decades: 

from 1971 to 2004, water yield in southern Canada, the 

area in which 98 per cent of the population lives, fell by an 

average of 3.5 cubic kilometres a year. 105 How much is that? 

it is almost as much water as was supplied to Canada’s 

entire residential population in 2005. this represents an 

overall loss of 8.5 per cent of the water yield in southern 

Canada during a 34-year period.106

increasing precipitation variability may pose an even 

bigger risk. according to a recent report from simon 

fraser University:

According to climate models, this variability is likely 

to become greater in the future, which will result in 

extensive and costly on-going damage, not just to 

public infrastructure such as roads, bridges and water 

treatment plants, but to our entire built environment. 

The fear is that the cost of this ongoing damage may 

in time be substantial enough to make it difficult to 

sustain prosperity as we know it today and still keep 

our cities, towns, national transportation systems and 

other crucial infrastructure in functional repair.

The economic costs are already clear and rising. The 

insurance industry is already warning us of these 

concerns. In August of 2011, the Insurance Bureau 

of Canada observed that the number and severity of 

storms is having a negative effect on the industry and 

that insurers are particularly worried about the rapidly 

increasing rate of water-damage claims. An industry 

spokesman reported that, while historically most insur-

ance claims were related to fire and theft, half of every 

dollar now paid out by insurance companies is for water 

damage related to extreme weather events. The indus-

try is lobbying governments to invest in infrastructure, 

including improving sewer systems, to prevent future 

worsening of the problem.107

Water treatment and distribution 
equipment is aging.

although not the subject of our analysis, an aging infra-

structure has to be considered one of the most pressing 

threats to drinking water.

the thousands of kilometres of underground pipes that 

move water from treatment plants to our taps leak 13 to 

30 per cent of the clean, drinkable water they carry into 

the ground.108 at the same time, waste water and storm 

water systems cannot keep up and are allowing pollutants 

to flow into rivers, lakes and oceans.109

in 2007, the federation of Canadian Municipalities 

(fCM) raised an alarm for policymakers and Canadians. 

the report, Danger Ahead: The Coming Collapse of Canada’s 

Municipal Infrastructure, pointed to a water infrastructure 

deficit tied to water supply and waste water and storm 

water systems in the order of $31 billion. this was the 

estimated amount needed to repair aging infrastructure 

largely put in place in the 1930s and 1940s and main-

tained through under-funded budgets for decades. the 

fCM estimated another $56.6 billion was needed to build 

new infrastructure to meet the demands of a growing 

population and new provincial and federal regulatory 

requirements.110
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public complacency is being 
replaced by public antipathy.

in 2000 and 2001 public vigilance about drinking water 

increased, to some extent, due to drinking water crises 

in Walkerton, ont., and north Battleford, sask. as these 

events fade into the recesses of history, complacency 

seems to be returning.111

for instance, small communities across Canada live 

under boil-water alerts for years at a time and the abom-

inable conditions in many first nations communities go 

unresolved despite years of attention.112

during the last year, headlines across the country 

have criticized proposed tax increases that would fund 

drinking water improvements.113 this is not to say that 

drinking water investments should not be intelligent and 
efficient, but the tenor of these articles is that increased 
tax rates — often minimal — or government spending is 
the concern, not the underlying water system deficiencies 
or threats to drinking water.114

one cannot help but fear that attitudes from south of 
the border could take root in Canada. in the United states, 
a leading presidential candidate is running on a platform 
that in order to enact a new regulation, another regulation 
of equivalent scale would have to be eliminated.115 such 
an approach is so simplistic and arbitrary that it rises to 
the level of comedy,116 yet is still part of mainstream U.s. 
political discourse.

Canada can do better. We possess the capacity to im-
prove our health and our children’s health. it requires that 
we assure the air we breathe is clean, the water we drink is 
of the highest quality, and the food we eat is free of harm-
ful pollutants. though this may be a daunting challenge, 
Canadians have done better in these areas than many 
other countries and have the potential to do even better.

guaranteeing a clean natural environment and healthy 
citizens can only be accomplished through adequate sys-
tems, laws, policies and government commitment. as the 
well-worn maxim goes: “people get the government they 
deserve.” in short, our future rests in our hands.

in 2000 and 2001 public complacency 

about drinking water receded, 

to some extent, due to drinking 

water crises in Walkerton, ont., 

and north Battleford, sask.
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aPPeNDIX a

nationaL drinking Water grades

taBle a1: national Drinking Water graDes

jurisdiction Comments
2006  

grades

2011 grades

only 2006 
factors

source water 
protection

Compre-
hensive 

alberta

alberta efforts aimed specifically at sWp for drinking 
water lag behind other jurisdictions and more general 
water planning has not focused on source water.

alberta has ranked well in Waterproof reports for strong 
treatment and testing provisions. those efforts have 
remained at a consistent level while other jurisdictions 
continue to improve.

B C d+ C-

British 
Columbia

B.C. has fairly robust legislation for creating drinking 
water protection plan, but it has not resulted in actually 
approved plans. over half the population has very strong 
sWp, but this is not a result of the current regulatory 
framework but is a result of decisions from late 19th and 
early 20th centuries.

B.C.’s legislation related to treatment, testing and 
contaminant standards is weaker than most other 
Canadian jurisdictions

C+ C B- C+

Manitoba

Manitoba recently enacted a robust statutory scheme to 
create sWp plans. plans are not, however, legally-binding 
but there may be requirements that plans be considered 
by other decision-makers.

Manitoba has significantly improved requirements for 
treatment and testing.

C+ B+ B+ B+

new 
Brunswick

new Brunswick has one of the longest track records 
for sWp. it has strong protections for source water that 
apply to a high percentage of water sources.

new Brunswick has improved standards for water 
treatment and testing.

C- B B+ B+
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taBle a1: national Drinking Water graDes

jurisdiction Comments
2006  

grades

2011 grades

only 2006 
factors

source water 
protection

Compre-
hensive 

newfoundland 
and Labrador

newfoundland and Labrador has a long-standing sWp 
program that covers a high percentage of groundwater 
sources.

newfoundland and Labrador has improved water 
standards and testing requirements. the province has a 
testing program for some contaminants. newfoundland 
and Labrador does not have an operator certification 
program.

d B B B

northwest 
territories

the northwest territories is developing a model for sWp 
planning.

the northwest territories has improved water treatment 
standards but has not implemented an operator 
certification program. 

C+ C+ C C

nova scotia

nova scotia has a long-standing sWp program and 
has protected a large percentage of water sources that 
concomitantly protect the vast majority of the population.

nova scotia continues to have strong measures in place 
for drinking water treatment, standards and testing.

B B+ a- a-

nunavut

nunavut has not engaged in sWp planning.

nunavut’s standards for basic disinfection are weaker 
than most Canadian jurisdiction.

C C- d d

ontario

ontario has the most well-funded and ambitious 
program to protect source water.

ontario’s standards for water treatment, testing, 
standards and reporting are as strong as or stronger than 
other Canadian jurisdictions.

a- a a a

prince edward 
island

pei has a long-standing sWp program and has protected 
a large percentage of water sources that concomitantly 
protects a large percentage of the population..

pei has improved standards related to treatment, testing 
and reporting.

C- B- B- B-

Quebec

Quebec engages in some sWp planning efforts as do 
individual municipalities but efforts are not as advanced 
as other jurisdictions. Quebec is a leader in taking 
steps to protect water quality, including creating a 
governmental obligation to protect water for all residents 
and future generations.

Quebec’s standards for water treatment, testing, 
standards and reporting are very strong.

B+ B C+ B-
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taBle a1: national Drinking Water graDes

jurisdiction Comments
2006  

grades

2011 grades

only 2006 
factors

source water 
protection

Compre-
hensive 

saskatchewan
saskatchewan has a robust sWp planning program, but 
final plans are not legally-binding.

B- B- B B-

Yukon

Yukon engaged in some sWp efforts through passing 
general protection in regulation.

in 2006, Yukon had a number of proposed improvements 
to its drinking water regulatory scheme that were 
subsequently brought into force.

C- C C- d+

federal 
government

the federal government has made little progress in 
improving water in first nation’s communities. Budget 
cuts for environment Canada and other agencies will 
likely hinder water protection efforts. the federal 
government is using drinking water funding to push 
an ideological agenda by making some funding only 
available to water systems that engage in public-private 
partnerships.

f – – f

ontario gets top marks for having the country’s most ambitious sWp plan and high water standards.
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aPPeNDIX B

soUrCe Water proteCtion BY JUrisdiCtion

taBle B1:  Does anY governmental BoDY Have tHe legal autHoritY to 
require tHose tHat Damage Water to restore Water to its original 
state or see reparations BY WaY of CompensatorY measures?

jurisdiction 2011 findings

alberta
Yes. there is a prohibition against the release of substances in an amount that causes or may 
cause a significant adverse effect. generally, releases must be reported. remedial measures 
must be implemented whenever a release causes, or has the potential to cause, a significant 
adverse effect.117

British Columbia

Yes. there is a prohibition against the introduction of anything into a drinking water source (and 
related, defined areas) that is likely to produce a health hazard.118 the drinking Water officer 
may order a person to remedy circumstances that may cause or contribute to a drinking water 
health hazard. if the person fails to take the action required by the order, the costs and expenses 
occurred are recoverable in court.119 

Manitoba

Yes. a person may be required to pay the costs of any actions taken to prevent or remedy 
a health hazard.120 Costs may be sought in relation to removal of “manure, filth or refuse” 
in proximity to water bodies.121 there are prohibitions against depositing or discharging 
substances that will foul or contaminate any body of water, unless specifically authorized. 
discharging, without written permission, any materials including raw or untreated sewage, or 
any creamery, trade, or mine waste that may render the waters used for municipal or private 
domestic water supply dangerous or unfit for use is an offence.122

new Brunswick

Yes. Where a contaminant has been released into water, the Minister of environment 
may restore water to its original state or issue an order requiring a person to remedy the 
contamination, including an order requiring a person to install, replace or alter a wastewater 
treatment facility or waterworks in order to remedy that release.123 the minister may recover 
the costs of remedying the contamination and repairing damage caused by it.124 the Minister 
of Health may also issue orders in situations where a contaminant is present in a public water 
supply system that poses a significant health risk. actions may include the installation of a new 
water supply system.125

newfoundland and 
Labrador

Yes. the minister may order a person undertaking an activity to carry out water quality analysis 
and take the action that the minister considers necessary to prevent adverse effects to drinking 
water supplies.126

northwest territories

Yes. the territorial and federal governments share responsibility for managing water in the 
nWt. inspectors may direct a person to remedy damage to water, and may recover the costs 
of remediation if the person does not comply. the government may also recover the cost of 
remediating damage to water caused by abandoned or closed works.127
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Table B1 continued

jurisdiction 2011 findings

nova scotia

Yes. a person responsible for a release of a substance has a duty to prevent, reduce and remedy 
any adverse effects including rehabilitating the environment to a standard prescribed by the 
department.128 the Ministerial order powers allow the minister to require remedial actions 
to mitigate effects caused by a substance release, including remedying any damage that is 
caused.129 Upon conviction, civil proceedings may be used to recover a debt for any matter 
related to the offence. the court may order compensation for loss or damage to property as a 
result of the commission of the offence.130

nunavut

there is a general prohibition on the deposit of waste in nunavut waters.131 Compliance and 
enforcement of water licences and provisions of the act fall under the jurisdiction of the federal 
department of indian and northern affairs and the minister appoints inspectors for that 
purpose. persons may be fined for the violation of the prohibition against deposit but there is no 
provision for requiring an offender to remedy the damage or specifically compensate for damage 
to the water body.132 

ontario

Yes.133 every person that discharges or causes or permits the discharge of any material of any 
kind into or in any waters or on any shore or bank thereof or into or in any place that may impair 
the quality of the water of any waters is guilty of an offence.134 Certain activities are prohibited 
within public water supply areas.135 the introduction of anything that might cause a drinking 
water hazard is prohibited.136

there is authority for the issuance of a remedial order to “repair the injury or damage” done 
to the natural environment,137 as well as authority to “cause things to be done” and to recover 
costs for doing those things.138 additionally, there is authority for restitution orders and like 
orders that allows a Court, upon conviction, to levy an additional penalty upon the convicted 
party in the form of a restitution order.139 

prince edward island
Yes. pei has the legal authority to require restoration of water quality in general, and more 
specifically for petroleum hydrocarbons.140

Quebec
Yes. if a person, or illegal act of a person, causes damage to water resources, the attorney 
general of Quebec may institute an action to seek the restoration of the water to its original 
state, or reparation by way of compensatory measures.141

saskatchewan
Yes. there is a prohibition on discharges into water.142 the Minister of environment has the 
authority to require the restoration of damages to water or hold a person liable for cleanup 
costs.143 Water rights licences may be cancelled for cause or if it is in the public interest.144

Yukon

Yes. there is a prohibition against the contamination of source water. an owner of a water 
supply system is required to consider a water source that is least likely to be subject to 
contamination. ground water sources must be located a minimum distance from potential 
sources of contamination.145

the Yukon Water Board has been established as an independent administrative tribunal 
responsible for the issuance of water use licences for the use of water or the deposit of waste 
into water or both.146

a water licence may provide for mitigation measures such as restoration.147 a Water inspector 
may issue an inspector’s direction to prohibit activities or require remediation of a threat to 
water quality. Where necessary, clean up or other actions may be undertaken and costs assessed 
against a responsible party.148

first nation final agreements in the Yukon provide for a right of unaltered quantity, quality and 
rate of flow.149
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taBle B2:  Have jurisDiCtions CreateD a sourCe Water 
proteCtion program or planning regime?

jurisdiction 2011 findings

alberta

partial. the government of alberta does not specifically mandate “source water protection” 
planning in alberta. alberta does engage in regional water management planning, that could 
result in the protection of water for drinking water quality. there is one approved Water 
Management plan, for the south saskatchewan Basin, that notes water quality in the basin 
“should be studied in detail” and that such work will support “sustaining growth and managing 
the rivers to enhance aquatic life.”150

regional water management planning may well provide considerable benefits, including benefits 
to drinking water. However, as it is not comparable to the sWp planning programs in other 
jurisdictions and thus, we do not specifically detail its features.

British Columbia
Yes. specific provisions allow or may require the preparation of Water system assessments and 
plans, as well as drinking Water protection plans.151 

Manitoba
partial. as of July 2010, there is new authority to make regulations setting or adopting water 
quality standards, objectives or guidelines; to designate any area as a water quality management 
zone; and to prohibit certain activities in these zones.152

new Brunswick

Yes. the Minister of environment may make a designation order designating water sources and 
wellfields as protected areas.153 once designated, regulations have provisions that restrict and, 
in some cases, prohibit activities that could pose a risk to the source drinking water.154 these 
regulations are written in such a way that an activity that is not expressly permitted is prohibited. 
the minister may issue exemptions for activities that are not permitted on a case-by-case basis. 
policies are typically developed to provide guidance with respect to the issuance of exemptions. 
the minister may also include provisions for protecting water in a designation order for a 
wellfield or water source.

newfoundland and 
Labrador

all designated water supplies receive protection measures established through policy.155 Water 
supplies that have multiple resource use pressures can, at the request of the municipality 
develop a source protection plan with the help of the province. the plan may have additional 
protection measures.

northwest territories

in development. the federal government has primary responsibility over the protection of source 
water in the nWt. the territorial and federal governments are currently developing a model for 
sWp planning as part of the five-year Water stewardship action plan.156 Current water protection 
is limited to the prohibition of water use and waste deposit without a permit.157 the Chief public 
Health officer may order the restriction of activities that might pose a health hazard.158

nova scotia

Yes. there is a statutory scheme in place allowing the restriction of activities to protect drinking 
water sources through the designation of protected water areas159 and the inclusion of term and 
conditions in approvals to operate.160 there are prohibitions on certain activities in protected 
water supply areas and municipal councils may pass bylaws designating lands owned by a 
municipality as a protected water supply area.161

nunavut no. Currently there is no specific sWp plan implemented by the government.
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Table B2 continued

jurisdiction 2011 findings

ontario

Yes. the Clean Water Act establishes a province-wide source protection regime intended to 
enable communities to protect their drinking water supplies by developing collaborative, locally-
driven, watershed-based source protection plans founded on science. through source protection 
planning, communities strive to identify potential risks to local water sources and take action to 
reduce or eliminate identified risks. 

prince edward island
Yes. Municipalities are required to develop wellfield protection plans. these plans are subject to 
ministerial approval, and the implementation of these plans is governed by a timeframe set by 
the municipality.162

Quebec Yes. Municipalities are empowered to commence sWp plans.163

saskatchewan

Yes. sWp planning has not been legally enshrined. saskatchewan facilitates watershed and 
aquifer planning. provincial officials work with local watershed advisory committees and 
technical experts to develop sWp plans. the plans do not have regulatory authority. the plans 
identify issues of concern to the local watershed advisory committees and technical experts and 
make recommendations to address these issues. the plans are implemented by locally directed 
watershed stewardship associations. 

Yukon

partial. six water management areas have been established, and water use within these areas 
is subject to increased protection.164 there is a general prohibition on the deposition of waste 
in water management areas that is subject to exemptions.165 the Yukon Water Board has been 
established as an independent administrative tribunal responsible for the issuance of water use 
licences for the use of water or the deposit of waste into water or both and the tribunal may 
consider sWp in that process.166
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taBle B3:  HoW manY Water supplies Have sourCe Water proteCtion measures?  
WHat perCentage of Water sourCes?

jurisdiction 2011 findings

alberta
Zero per cent of water sources covered by legally-binding sWp plans. no water sources are 
protected by specific sWp plans. as in all jurisdictions, drinking water sources may receive 
additional consideration in other planning and decision-making processes.

British Columbia

Zero per cent of water sources covered by legally-binding sWp plans.

approximately 46 drinking water systems have conducted source assessments across the 
province. Most have been done voluntarily, or as conditions of permits, while some have 
been ordered.238

Vancouver has long-term leases for its watershed and Victoria owns its watershed. these 
communities represent over 50 per cent of B.C.’s population. such arrangements grant 
communities perhaps the greatest ability to protect their source water. there are no 
completed and legally approved drinking Water protection plans in B.C. the province has 
designated some areas as “community watersheds” and land use practices in these areas 
may be subject to greater scrutiny.

Manitoba information was not provided.

new Brunswick

there are 67 individual water supplies that have sWp measures in place (water supplies 
that are designated under regulation). ninety-seven per cent of the surface water supplies 
in the province are designated under regulation. there is only one surface water supply 
that is not designated as the water is obtained directly from the saint John river and there 
are complexities associated with defining the protected area. of the municipalities that use 
groundwater supplies in the province 63 per cent of them are designated under regulation 
(36 municipalities out of 57).

it should be noted that some municipalities utilize both surface and groundwater 
supplies. sWp plans are either under development or have been completed for 19 of the 
municipalities, while two municipalities have yet to develop a sWp plan.239

newfoundland and 
Labrador

85 per cent of surface water sources and 30 per cent of groundwater sources receive 
legislative protection.240 approximately five source protection plans have been developed in 
the province.241

northwest territories n/a

nova scotia

approximately 75 per cent of municipal drinking water sources have final or draft plans in 
place. these serve approximately 90 per cent of the population that receives municipal 
drinking water. all municipal water utilities have initiated their planning process or have 
protection measures in place.242 there are 25 areas designated as protected water areas 
with a range of prohibited or restricted activities.243

nunavut information was not provided.
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ontario

the primary focus of the CWa is on the protection of source water for municipal drinking 
water systems. Currently, there are 457 (66 per cent) municipal drinking water systems 
under the auspices of the CWa out of the 693 municipal systems in ontario. once plans 
are in place, more than 80 per cent of ontario’s population will have their water supplies 
protected through this process.

prince edward island
there are a total of 12 municipal water supply utilities in the province, and of these 11 (92 
per cent) have or are in the process of developing well field protection plans.

Quebec
Less than 10 surface water sources and approximately 100 groundwater sources. Less than 
10 per cent total.244

saskatchewan

eighty-two per cent of people in saskatchewan (2006 census data) live in an area covered 
by a (non-legally-binding) watershed protection plan. this percentage will increase as more 
plans are completed. site specific sWp plans have only been completed in a few locations 
(e.g. Yorkton area aquifers).245

Yukon

eight-four per cent of groundwater sources for large public drinking water systems (LpdWs 
– 15 or more piped connections or five or more truck delivery sites) meet minimum 
setbacks to potential sources of pollution such as sewage disposal systems and solid 
waste sites. there is also regulatory power to require greater meet minimum setback 
distances based on the results of hydrogeological studies.246 there are currently 20 large 
public drinking water systems which serve the majority of Yukoners either through piped 
or trucked delivery systems or self haul. there is a small percentage of the population on 
private wells distributed across the Yukon. as there is no regulatory program for private 
wells, the number of people on private wells is unknown.247

Currently there is one LpdWs that is on surface water. there is no sWp plan as there is very 
little human activity on the lake which serves as the source. if the circumstances change, 
the Medical Health officer may require the system owner to identify and assess risks to 
the water source and to implement measures to manage risks. this requirement can also 
be extended to groundwater wells and to gUdi wells of which there are several servicing 
LpdWs in Yukon.248

the City of Whitehorse has a Watershed Management plan which was developed in 
response to direction from the Medical Health officer.
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alberta

(a) Who initiates sWp planning:

alberta states that Water Management plans will articulate source water protection, and will be 
developed under the non-legislative Water for Life Water strategy. the plans can be developed 
by anyone for a single issue and must follow alberta’s “framework for Water Management 
planning.” 

the government of alberta has the responsibility for the approval and adoption of water 
management plans and decisions under the Water act. 

(b) is there funding for plan development? 

alberta environment provides Watershed planning and advisory Councils with an annual grant 
for core services and also funds Watershed planning and advisory Councils for specific projects. 

(c) What level of public participation is provided for?

in its water management planning, alberta a tiered model of planning at provincial, regional 
and local level. at the provincial level, alberta provides representation from four broad sectors: 
provincial government, industry, other governments, and non-government organizations (ngos). 
at the regional level, stakeholders include provincial, municipal and federal governments, 
important industrial sectors, conservation groups, and aboriginal communities. at the local level, 
representation depends on the situation. 

(d) are there criteria for what must be in plan?

alberta has produced a policy document — “framework for Water Management planning” — 
that lists factors that must be listed in a plan and a structure for public consultation.

(e) Does the plan require approval and, if so, who has the responsibility for approval? 

approvals are required at two times in the planning process. the first approval required is 
the authorization of the terms of reference. the second approval is for required for a Water 
Management plan.

(f ) What legal force does the sWp plan have ? 

if an approved Water Management plan exists, it must be considered when making licence and 
approval decisions under the Water act and environmental enhancement and protection act. 
Currently, the “south saskatchewan river Basin approved Water Management plan” is the only 
plan in alberta that has been approved by cabinet. it does not address water quality issues in a 
substantive manner.

(g) is there a requirement for periodic review of the plan? 

approved Water Management plans have a schedule.
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British 
Columbia

(a) Who initiates sWp planning?

Water suppliers must prepare an assessment if required by the regulations or ordered by a 
drinking water officer.167 the minister may, on the recommendation of the provincial health officer, 
order an area be designated for developing a drinking water protection plan. this may include 
provisions for sWp.168

(b) is there funding for plan development?

funding is not provided through the Drinking Water Protection Act. grants to facilitate planning 
may be available through other government programs such as through the Ministry of 
Community, sport and Cultural development.

(c) What level of public participation is provided for?

public notice of water assessment planning is required.169 public consultation in the preparation 
of water assessment planning is not mandatory. the terms of reference for a drinking water 
protection plan must include a plan for public consultation. Minimum requirements for public 
consultation are not specified.170

(d) are there standards for what must be in plan?

the purpose of a Water source assessment is to identify, inventory and assess:

•	 the drinking water source for the water supply system, including land use and other 
activities and conditions that may affect that source;

•	 the water supply system, including treatment and operation;

•	 monitoring requirements for the drinking water source and water supply system; and

•	 threats to the drinking water that is provided by the system.171

a proposed drinking water protection plan may consider and propose the regulation of any 
activities or areas of concern. the matters considered in a drinking Water protection plan are 
discretionary.172

(e) Does the plan require approval and, if so, who has the responsibility for approval?

drinking water protection plans require review by the provincial a health officer and approval is 
granted by the Lieutenant governor in Council.173

(f ) What legal force does the sWp plan have ?

a drinking water protection plan may be given legal status by determination of provincial Cabinet. 
the legal status may range from merely a document that must be considered to one that limits or 
prohibits certain activities or government decisions.174

(g) is there a requirement for periodic review of the plan?

review of the plan may be ordered by the minister but is not prescribed by legislation.175
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Manitoba

(a) Who initiates sWp planning/ measures?

regulation is currently under development. designation of watersheds will be by the Lieutenant 
governor in Council.176

(b) is there funding for plan development?

a Water stewardship fund has been established to support research; projects to protect water; to 
assist in the implementation of watershed management plans or watershed conservation programs; 
and to support any other water management or water quality purpose determined by the Lieutenant 
governor.177

(c) What level of public participation is provided for?

Consultation with first nations and other interests is required and at least one public meeting must be 
held.178

(d) are there standards for what must be in a plan?

Watershed plans must identify issues related to the protection of drinking water and contain policies 
and recommendations regarding:

•	 conservation, protection and restoration of drinking water;
•	 activities in water quality management zones;
•	 water demand management and conservation of water supplies;
•	 supply distribution, storage and retention of water to ensure access to clean, potable water; and
•	 emergency preparedness.179

(e) Does the plan require approval and, if so, who has the responsibility for approval?

Watershed plans are approved by the minister.180

(f ) What legal force does the sWp plan have?

Watershed plans are not legally-binding on persons or statutory decision-makers, but the Lieutenant 
governor in Council may, by regulation, require that an approved watershed management plan be 
considered before a prescribed decision or approval is issued.181

(g) is there a requirement for periodic review of the plan?

a water planning authority must review its approved watershed management plan either when directed 
to do so by the minister or according to any review date specified in the plan. the plan must be 
reviewed in accordance with regulations.182

new Brunswick

(a) Who initiates sWp planning/ measures?

the development of sWp plans is a collaborative effort between the department of environment and 
the municipality who operates the water supply. for new groundwater supplies the process begins with 
registration of the project under the environmental impact assessment regulation. as a requirement 
of the eia determination, municipalities are required to develop a protection plan and to designate the 
protected area in regulation.

for older groundwater supplies that were in existence at the time of enactment of the “Wellfield 
protected area designation order,” the department requires a resolution from the municipal council 
to proceed with the designation of the wellfield. this was a policy decision that was made before the 
regulation came into effect.

surface drinking water supplies in the province are all designated under the “Watershed protected area 
designation order.” if any new surface water supplies were developed it would be mandatory for them 
to be designated as protected areas.183

the Minister of environment must include a description or plan of a protected area in a designation 
order.184 the outstanding natural Waters Class review panel must report to the minister and 
recommend whether or not to classify watercourses as outstanding natural Waters. the minister must 
consider the panel’s recommendation before deciding whether and how to classify a water source.185
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new Brunswick 
continued

(b) is there funding for plan development?

for older groundwater supplies the department of environment has provided funds for the 
development of protection plans on a cost-share basis with the municipality. for new groundwater 
supplies, the municipality is encouraged to include the costs associated with a protection plan 
development within applications for infrastructure development (i.e. within applications for new well 
development and/or associated water system infrastructure). some municipalities have funded the 
development of protection plans within their own municipal budgets.186

(c) What level of participation provided for?

the minister must provide opportunities to be involved in the water classification process to interested 
members of the public, including landowners, business enterprises, and groups of interested persons. 
Members of the public may recommend that watercourses be classified as outstanding natural 
Waters.187

after the protection plan has been completed, all those that are affected by the plan are notified in 
writing and provided with a copy of the plan and the regulatory provisions that apply to that plan. the 
department of environment and the municipality hold a joint open house where those affected are 
invited to attend and discuss in detail any specific implications. if necessary, one-on-one consultation 
with affected property owners can be arranged.188

(d) are there standards / criteria for what must be in plan?

the terms of reference for developing the protection plan clearly outlines the criteria as to what should 
be included in the plan. once completed the plan is designated under regulation and the provisions of 
the regulation apply.189

designation orders may set out requirements respecting the following:
•	 the prohibition, control or limitation of any activity or thing that might impair the quality or the 

quantity of the water in a protected area;
•	 the allocation of the use of the water in a protected area;
•	 the prohibition, control or limitation of the use of the land in a protected area;
•	 terms and conditions respecting the land or the water in a protected area; or,
•	 standards for the purpose of protecting the quality and quantity of the water in a protected area 

and methods of enforcing the standards.190

generally, a consultant is hired to prepare the plan.191

(e) Does the plan require approval and, if so, who has the responsibility for approval?

designation of protected areas by designation order requires the approval of the Lieutenant-governor 
in Council before they are added into regulation.192

(f ) What legal status does the sWp plan have (e.g., is it binding on other decision-making processes)?

all persons must comply with designation orders, unless the person has obtained an exemption.193

orders are binding on individuals and authorities with jurisdiction over the land or premises where a 
release of a contaminant has occurred.194 it is an offence to violate the terms of a designation order.195

the sWp plan is added into regulation, and the specific land-use/activity restrictions contained within 
the regulation would apply to the protected areas that are defined in the plan. once in regulation, it is 
binding on other decision-making processes and if the provisions in the regulation are stricter than 
provisions in other regulations, the provisions in the source protection regulations would prevail.

(g) is there a requirement for review and assessment of the plan (e.g., every 5 years)?

While there is no specific requirement to review the plan in a specified time period, the addition of 
new wells to a municipal system would require the plan to be updated to include expanded or reduced 
protection areas, and a review in the change in land uses and activities. the regulatory framework 
around sWp is reviewed on an as-required basis to incorporate new science and policy where 
appropriate.196
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newfoundland 
and Labrador

(a) Who initiates sWp planning/ measures?

the minister may designate an area surrounding a present or potential source of public water supply as 
a public water supply area.197 Municipalities may apply to the minister for this designation.

(b) is there funding for plan development?

there is no designated funding from the province for protection plans, but in kind support is offered 
to towns who want to develop plans. also, the province has hired consultants to develop plans in the 
past.198

(c) What level of participation provided for?

the no regulatory guidance on this issue, however, if a town wants to develop a source protection plan, 
a planning committee is established and all stakeholders are invited to participate as per the terms of 
reference for the committee.199

(d) are there standards / criteria for what must be in plan?

the province has produced “a Municipal guide to developing a Watershed Management plan.”200

(e) Does the plan require approval and, if so, who has the responsibility for approval?

Both the municipality and the relevant provincial must approve the plan.201

(f ) What legal status does the sWp plan have (e.g., is it binding on other decision-making processes)?

protections for plan are legally-binding. regulations may be passed allowing exceptions to the general 
prohibitions in the plan.202

(g) is there a requirement for review and assessment of the plan (e.g., every 5 years)?

there is no formal requirement for review, but a target of every five years is typically included in a 
plan.203

northwest 
territories

n/a

nova scotia

(a) Who initiates sWp planning/ measures?

the minister may, when requested by an operator of a water works or a proposed water works, 
designate the source or future source of a water supply as a protected water area and make any 
applicable regulations. this designation may also be removed by the minister at the request of an 
operator of a water works or proposed water works.204

(b) is there funding for plan development?

there is no formal provincial funding program for sWp planning although municipal water utilities can 
apply to the general provincial Capital assistance program for assistance.205 nova scotia environment 
has two watershed planners that guide municipalities through the sWp planning process. in addition, 
other provincial departments may have staff members that sit on sWp committees.206

(c) What level of participation provided for?

the sWp planning process includes forming an advisory committee and it is recommended that the 
committee include stakeholders from multiple sectors.207

(d) are there standards / criteria for what must be in plan?

there are no legally-mandated criteria for what must be in the plan. However, the department of 
environment has produced extensive technical documents meant to guide the development of the 
protection plan.208
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nova scotia 
continued

(e) Does the plan require approval and, if so, who has the responsibility for approval?

the development of a sWp plan is included as a term and condition of the municipal water 
utility’s approval to operate. the “source water protection plan” must be approved by nova scotia 
environment per the approval to operate. When the municipal water utility chooses “designation 
of a protected water area” as a management option of the sWp plan, this triggers the initiation of a 
separate process.209 the municipal water utility may end up with a sWp plan that includes

•	 acquisition of certain lands;

•	 municipal bylaws or best management practices for certain lands;

•	 contingency plans;

•	 designation for certain lands; or,

•	 education. 

this sWp plan is approved by nova scotia environment, then the municipal water utility proceeds 
to other approval processes for its plan (e.g. municipal bylaws or other regulations). the approval of 
the Minister of environment is required for the designation of an area as a protected water area.210 
the minister’s approval is also required for the implementation of any regulations associated with the 
plan.211

(f ) What legal status does the sWp plan have (e.g., is it binding on other decision-making processes)?

the binding legal status depends on the management options selected to protect the source water. if 
the municipality chooses to use “acquisition of land,” “bylaws” or “designation/regulations” in their 
sWp plan, these are legally-binding options. there are 25 “protected water areas,” of which eight have 
no regulations associated with the protected water areas designation.212 of the 21 designated protected 
water areas, only six do not have legally-binding regulations.213 regulations may prohibit, regulate or 
require the doing of any act or acts.

(g) is there a requirement for review and assessment of the plan (e.g., every 5 years)?

the municipal water utility’s approval to operate includes a term and condition to review and update 
the sWp plan and implementation schedule of the plan on a yearly basis and document the status and 
activities of the plan in the annual report.214

nunavut

(a) Who initiates sWp planning? not applicable

(b) is there funding for plan development? not applicable

(c) What level of public participation is provided for? not applicable

(d) are there criteria for what must be in plan? not applicable

(e) Does the plan require approval and, if so, who has the responsibility for approval? not applicable

(f ) What legal force does the sWp plan have ? not applicable

(g) is there a requirement for periodic review of the plan? not applicable
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ontario

(a) Who initiates sWp planning/ measures?

Under the Clean Water act, source protection areas and source protection committees have been 
established through regulation. there are now 19 source protection committees across the province, 
who will prepare plans for the 38 source protection areas. each committee’s chair is appointed by 
the Minister of the environment. in total, there are about 290 representatives from a wide range of 
sectors sitting on the committees, and another 150 Conservation authority staff dedicated to this work. 
Committees are required under the CWa to produce three documents:

1. Terms of Reference: terms of reference documents must be developed for each protection area, listing 
the systems to be included in their source protection plan and setting out workplans for local risk 
assessment and plan preparation.

2. Risk Assessment & Assessment Reports: risk assessments identify activities/land uses in vulnerable 
areas that could pose a risk to water supplies, and classify them as significant, moderate or low threats 
according to the ministry’s technical rules.

3. Source Protection Plans: plans must include policies to reduce the level of risk from activities 
identified as significant threats in the assessment reports. the body responsible for implementation 
varies with the policy choice in the plan.

(b) is there funding for plan development?

the government of ontario is providing funding to the source protection authorities and Committees 
to develop the assessment reports and source protection plans. the province has provided over 
$170M in funding for technical work, and the ontario drinking Water stewardship program has been 
in place since 2006/07 to help landowners and businesses take early action to protect water sources. 
over 2,000 local, on-the-ground actions to protect water supplies have been funded through the 
stewardship program.

(c) What level of participation provided for?

the local source protection Committees (spCs) are made up of 1/3 municipal representation, 1/3 
commercial/industrial representation, and 1/3 public representation.

the CWa and ontario regulation 287/07 prescribe several opportunities for public participation and 
consultation throughout the source protection planning process; draft source protection documents 
(tor, assessment report and plan) must be posted on the internet for public comment before being 
submitted to the ministry, and committees must hold public meetings while documents are being 
developed. they are also required to notify anyone who may be carrying out activities designated under 
the CWa as posing risks to drinking water (ie, those who may be required to take action by source 
protection plans). opportunities for first nations (with a reserve in a source protection area) to 
participate in the drinking water source protection process include:

•	 opportunity to participate as a member of an spC

•	 Consultation on the tors, assessment reports and source protection plans; and

•	 Band Councils may submit a resolution requesting that a planned or existing on-reserve system 
be included in the source protection planning process.

(d) are there standards / criteria for what must be in plan?

Yes — there are requirements for the content and mandatory components of the plan. for example, 
plans must contain policies to address all significant threats identified in assessment reports and set 
out timelines for their implementation. they must also include a rationale for each policy choice (e.g. 
risk management plan versus education and outreach).215
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ontario 
continued

(e) Does the plan require approval and, if so, who has the responsibility for approval?

terms of reference for source planning are approved by the Minister of environment.216 assessment 
reports are approved by the director.217 source protection plans are submitted to the minister who may 
make amendments to the plan.218

(f ) What legal status does the sWp plan have (e.g., is it binding on other decision-making processes)?

policies in the approved plan are legally-binding upon the bodies named implicitly or explicitly in the 
policies.219

(g) is there a requirement for review and assessment of the plan (e.g., every 5 years)?

When source protection plans are approved, the minister shall specify the parts of the plan that require 
review and the schedule for review.220

prince edward 
island

(a) Who initiates sWp planning/ measures?

the municipal water utility is responsible for the development of the plan, however the province 
provides the numerical groundwater modeling to delineate the extent of the well field capture zones to 
be protected, and provides guidance on the issues to consider and potential approaches to addressing 
them.221

(b) is there funding for plan development?

no.

(c) What level of participation provided for (e.g., roles for community groups, first nations, opportunities for 

public to participate, etc)?

the range and extent of participation is at the discretion of the municipality developing the plan.222

(d) are there standards / criteria for what must be in plan?

a municipality’s protection plan “shall” include:

•	 proposed measures such as laws, agreements and purchases intended to prevent contamination 
of capture zone;

•	 emergency response plans;

•	 identification of capture zones; and,

•	 inventory of potentially harmful activities within a capture zone and present or proposed bylaws 
to control, restrict or eliminate those activities.223

(e) Does the plan require approval and, if so, who has the responsibility for approval?

the plan is subject to ministerial approval, and the minister sets, and may amend, the date upon 
which the plan must be completed.224 implementation of a plan is deemed complete where bylaws, 
agreements and other measures have been enacted, entered into or otherwise completed.225

(f ) What legal status does the sWp plan have (e.g., is it binding on other decision-making processes)?

plans may lead to bylaws or agreements that are legally enforceable.226

(g) is there a requirement for review and assessment of the plan (e.g., every 5 years)?

there is no requirement to periodically review plans, but there is an expectation that the plans will be 
updated as needed.227
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Quebec

(a) Who initiates sWp planning/ measures?

Municipalities.

(b) is there funding for plan development?

the province will fund vulnerability assessments. the government is currently considering how 
protection plans might be funded.228

(c) What level of participation provided for (e.g., roles for community groups, first nations, opportunities for 

public to participate, etc)?

Quebec responded that: “the ministry [of environment] will publish its own source water protection 
strategy for public consultation in fall 2011. all stakeholders will be involved in some part to participate 
to reach that goal. We expect that any source water assessment studies and protection plan will be 
published.”

participation in development of sWp measures at the municipality may be provided.

(d) are there standards / criteria for what must be in plan?

this is under development and consultation is ongoing.229

(e) Does the plan require approval and, if so, who has the responsibility for approval?

this is under development and consultation is ongoing. some level of governmental approval should 
be put in place for quality control of vulnerability assessment studies and protection plan.230

(f ) What legal status does the sWp plan have (e.g., is it binding on other decision-making processes)?

this is under development and consultation is ongoing.231

(g) is there a requirement for review and assessment of the plan (e.g., every 5 years)?

this is under development and consultation is ongoing.232

saskatchewan

(a) Who initiates sWp planning/ measures?

saskatchewan Watershed authority

(b) is there funding for plan development?

Watershed plans are developed with input and support of local watershed advisory committees and 
technical experts. expenses are covered for local watershed advisory committee meetings. once the 
plan is completed, local watershed stewardship associations may receive up to $92,500 per year in core 
funding from sWa (2011 finding grant allocation). stewardship associations are expected to secure 
additional funding from other sources to undertake projects.233

(c) What level of participation provided for (e.g., roles for community groups, first nations, opportunities for 

public to participate, etc)?

participation requirements are not set out in regulation. any local organized community group is 
welcome to participate in watershed planning. Current groups include: rural and urban municipalities, 
first nations, tribal Councils and Métis locals, hamlet boards, wildlife federations, local agricultural 
organizations, local environmental organizations and local industries. public participation in all phases 
of plan development and implementation of the local watershed advisory committees is fundamental 
in the process.

the general public is asked for input at open houses at the beginning of the process and at the plan 
review stage.234
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saskatchewan 
continued

(d) are there standards / criteria for what must be in plan?

as the watershed planning process is not defined in legislation, there is no legislated list of issues to be 
addressed in the plan. the local watershed advisory committees and technical experts determine the 
issues, based on local and professional experience.235

(e) Does the plan require approval and, if so, who has the responsibility for approval?

provincial and federal agencies are involved in the planning process from the beginning and are 
involved in setting plan objectives. these agencies have another opportunity to comment on the plan 
in the draft stage. sWa and Moe provide advice to the local watershed advisory committee and the 
final approval of the plan is the responsibility of the watershed advisory committee. 236

(f ) What legal status does the sWp plan have (e.g., is it binding on other decision-making processes)?

the watershed protection plan is not binding on other decision-making processes.

(g) is there a requirement for review and assessment of the plan (e.g., every 5 years)?

as the watershed planning process is not defined in legislation, there is no legal requirement for review 
and assessment. the saskatchewan Watershed authority is currently developing criteria for review.237

Yukon

(a) Who initiates sWp planning/ measures?

the water licensing process, established by the Waters act could consider sWp plans if they were 
brought forward during the public comment phase of the Yukon Water Board process.

(b) is there funding for plan development?

not applicable

(c) What level of public participation is provided for (e.g., roles for community groups, first nations, 

opportunities for public to participate, etc)?

public participation is provided for in the Yukon Water Board process. in general, and subject to the 
rights of authorized water users, a Yukon first nation has the basic right to have no change in quality, 
quantity and rate of flow of that water on or next to its settlement land.

(d) are there standards / criteria for what must be in a sWp plan?

not applicable

(e) Does the plan require approval and, if so, who has the responsibility for approval?

not applicable

(f ) What legal status does the sWp plan have (e.g., is it binding on other decision-making processes)?

not applicable

(g) is there a requirement for review and assessment of the plan (e.g., every 5 years)?

not applicable
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alberta

the property in and the right to the diversion and use of all water in the province is vested 
in Her Majesty in right of alberta except as provided for in the regulations.249 there is no 
recognition of the public trust or declaration of water as a community good. there is no 
obligation that requires the government to maintain or ensure the remediation of ambient 
water quality. alberta has adopted river Water Quality objectives.

British Columbia

Water is vested in the government “except only in so far as private rights have been 
established under licences issued or approvals given under this or a former act.”250there 
are no legal provisions establishing water as a public trust or obligating the government 
to ensure a minimum level of ambient water quality (non-drinking water regulation). the 
province is undertaking efforts that could lead to increased protection of public interests in 
water.251 

Manitoba
Water is vested in the province.252 there are no legal provisions establishing water as a 
public trust or obligating the government to ensure a minimum level of ambient water 
quality (non-drinking water regulation).

new Brunswick
the Clean Water Act vests the control of waters within the province in the Crown.253 there is 
no statutory obligation for the province to protect or remediate ambient water quality. Water 
has not been proclaimed as common good or subject to the public trust doctrine.

newfoundland  
and Labrador

the property in and the right to the use and flow in water is vested in the Crown, subject 
to rights of property, use and flow conferred on a person by a grant, lease, licence or 
other instrument or under a statute of the province.254 there is no legal requirement that 
obligates the province to protect ambient water quality. newfoundland and Labrador have 
not proclaimed water as a community good or subject to the public trust.

northwest territories
Yes. the Legislative assembly has passed a motion recognizing a fundamental right to 
water.255 all waters are vested in the Crown.256

nova scotia

Legislation vests all watercourses and the right to use, divert and appropriate them in the 
right of the province. the precautionary principle is also cited in legislation governing the 
environment.257 the is no legal obligation requiring nova scotia to protect or remediate 
ambient water quality, but there are a range of government programs and initiatives 
intended to do so. Water has not been declared as a common good and is not subject to 
the public trust doctrine.

nunavut
all waters are vested in the Crown.258 nunavut has not declared water to be a common 
good or subject to the public trust. there is no legal obligation requiring nunavut to protect 
or remediate ambient water quality.

ontario
Water is not vested in the Crown. Water is not subject to a public trust and there is no 
obligation that requires the provincial government to protect or remediate ambient water 
quality. ontario has a range of laws and programs in place to protect ambient water quality.

prince edward island

Water is not vested in the Crown by legislation. there is no statutory legal obligation on the 
province to protect or remediate ambient water quality (pei’s drinking water systems use 
groundwater exclusively). Water has not been declared to be a community good or subject 
to the public trust doctrine.
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Table B5 continued

jurisdiction 2011 findings

Quebec

The Loi affirmant le caractère collectif des ressources en eau et visant à renforcer leur protection 
(an act to affirm to collective nature of water resources and provide for increased water 
resource protection), surface and groundwater are recognized as collective goods for the 
people of Quebec. the law confirms that water resources are part of our common heritage 
and that the state is duty-bound to act as their custodian, for the benefit of current and 
future generations.259 

saskatchewan

the property in and the right to the use of all groundwater and surface water is, and is 
deemed always to have been, vested in the Crown.260 saskatchewan considers water as “a 
public trust, a shared legacy and a collective responsibility.”261 there is no legal obligation 
on government to maintain or remediate water quality.

Yukon

the Commissioner of the Yukon has the administration and control of all rights in respect 
of water in Yukon, other than waters in a federal conservation area as defined in the Yukon 
Act.262 Water has not been declared a public trust and there is no legal obligation that 
requires government to protect water quality.

taBle B6: is tHere proteCtion against tHe export of Water?

jurisdiction 2011 findings

alberta Water transfers out of the country, with the exception of processed water and municipal 
water, are prohibited under the Water act (2000). exports may be approved by act of the 
Legislature.

British Columbia
the Water Protection Act prohibits removal of British Columbia’s water in bulk supply to 
locations outside of this province (subject to limited exceptions, e.g., grandparenting of 
existing bulk water removal rights).263

Manitoba
the Water Resources Conservation Act prohibits the removal of water from a water basin 
or subwater basin. “Water basin” is defined as the Manitoba portion of the Hudson Bay 
drainage basin. subwater basins can be designated by regulation (s. 1).

new Brunswick

any project involving the export of water would be required to undertake an environment 
impact assessment (eia). all projects involving the transfer of water between drainage 
basins are subject to an environmental impact assessment.264

as a matter of policy, the department of environment would not allow the export of 
water from new Brunswick. the department would deny such a project through the eia 
process.265 

newfoundland  
and Labrador

Yes, water may not be removed from the province, subject to certain exceptions.266

northwest territories
Yes. the federal government has adopted a policy prohibiting the bulk removal of 
freshwater from the northwest territories.267

nova scotia
nova scotia’s Water resources protection act bans bulk exports of water greater than 25 
litres.268
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Table B6 continued

jurisdiction 2011 findings

nunavut
the removal of freshwater in bulk quantities from the major drainage basins within 
nunavut is prohibited. any licences submitted to the minister authorizing bulk water 
removal will not be approved.269 

ontario

Yes, water transfers out of ontario’s three main basins (great Lakes-st. Lawrence river 
Basin, nelson Basin, and Hudson Basin) have been prohibited, with limited exemptions 
such as water in containers of 20 litres or less, water incorporated into products, and 
historical diversions.270

prince edward island
Under the Environmental Protection Act, the province prohibits the “bulk export” of water, 
and water export is limited to shipping of containers of 25 litres capacity or less.271

Quebec
the Water Resources Preservation Act provides that no water (surface water and 
groundwater) taken in Quebec can be transferred outside of Quebec, except under the 
conditions prescribed by the act.272

saskatchewan

Yes. there shall not be any grant of a licence or approval to transfer water out of a 
watershed. this does not apply to water transferred between watersheds or portions of 
watershed within saskatchewan, water packaged in containers of less than the maximum 
prescribed capacity or water removed for carrying water in a vehicle for the use of people or 
animals while they are transported in the vehicle.273

Yukon

Yes. the Yukon government has developed an interim policy statement for use in the 
territory based on the indian and northern affairs Canada policy statements (december 
2003) for the northwest territories and nunavut prohibiting bulk water removals from 
major river basins in those territories.274
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aPPeNDIX C

generaL Water findings BY JUrisdiCtion

taBle C1: Water treatment requirements

jurisdiction 2006 findings 2011 findings

alberta

disinfection is required for both 
groundwater and surface water. 
Chemically-assisted filtration or slow-
sand filtration is required for surface 
water. treatment must achieve specified 
reductions in pathogens.

BasiC DisinfeCtion: disinfection is required for 
both groundwater and surface water. treatment 
must achieve specified reductions in pathogens.275 
Standards and Guidelines are made binding by s. 7 
of the Potable Water Regulation issued under the 
Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act.

aDvanCeD treatment: Chemically-assisted 
filtration or slow-sand filtration is required for 
surface water.276

British Columbia
disinfection of surface water is required. 
ground water disinfection is discretionary.

no change from 2006. disinfection of surface 
water is required. ground water disinfection may be 
required by drinking water officers on a case-by-case 
basis as a condition in the operating permit.277

Manitoba

Current: Chlorination is required. 

proposed: regulations are currently being 
drafted under the Drinking Water Safety Act.

BasiC treatment: Chlorination or another 
approved method of disinfection is required.278

aDvanCe treatment: no advanced treatment 
required, except where ordered through individual 
licences. 

new Brunswick
Continuous disinfection is mandatory for all 
public water supply systems.

there are no mandatory requirements for treatment, 
although treatment may be required (to meet 
drinking water quality standards) through the 
approval process for individual municipal water 
systems. the Atlantic Canada Guidelines for the 
Supply, Treatment, Storage, Distribution, and 
Operation of Drinking Water Supply Systems were 
adopted by the atlantic provinces (including new 
Brunswick) in 2004.279

newfoundland 
and Labrador

Chlorination is required. other treatment 
may be required through the approval 
process for individual municipal water 
systems.

Continuous disinfection is mandatory for all public 
water supply systems.280 there are no requirements 
for advanced treatment.
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TABLE C1 continued

jurisdiction 2006 findings 2011 findings

northwest 
territories

Chlorination (or other approved disinfection) 
for surface water is required, while 
groundwater may require chlorination (or 
other approved disinfection) if the water may 
be subject to contamination.

Water treatment standards are regulated and 
must comply with standard operating procedures. 
typically water is filtered prior to chlorination, but 
may be substituted for UV disinfection where source 
water is sufficiently pristine. 

nova scotia

filtration and disinfection are both required 
for surface water and disinfection is required 
for groundwater. Minimum standards are set 
for both.

filtration and disinfection are both required for 
surface water and disinfection is required for 
groundwater. Minimum standards are set for 
both.281

nunavut

Chlorination (or other approved disinfection) 
for surface water is required, while 
groundwater may require chlorination (or 
other approved disinfection) if the water 
could be subject to contamination.

Chlorination (or other approved disinfection) for 
surface water is required, while groundwater may 
require chlorination (or other approved disinfection) 
if the water could be subject to contamination.282 

ontario

surface water and groundwater must 
meet the primary disinfection standards of 
procedure for disinfection of drinking Water 
in ontario. treatment must achieve specified 
reductions in pathogens.

surface water and groundwater must meet the 
primary disinfection standards of procedure for 
disinfection of drinking Water in ontario. treatment 
must achieve specified reductions in pathogens.283

prince edward 
island

no treatment required. treatment may be 
imposed on a case-by-case basis depending. 
Utilities that do not chlorinate must meet a 
heightened sampling requirement.

no treatment required. treatment may be imposed 
on a case-by-case basis depending and in practice 
all municipalities chlorinate water.284 Utilities that 
do not chlorinate must meet a heightened sampling 
requirement.285

Quebec

surface water and groundwater under surface 
water influence must undergo a continuous 
filtration and disinfection treatment. 
treatment must achieve specified reductions 
in pathogens.

surface water and groundwater under surface water 
influence must undergo a continuous filtration and 
disinfection treatment. treatment must achieve 
specified reductions in pathogens.286 proposed 
amendments to the regulation increase the 
treatment requirements where the quality of raw 
water has deteriorated.287

saskatchewan
Chlorination (or other approved 
disinfection) is required.

BasiC DisinfeCtion: Chlorination (or other 
approved disinfection) is required.288

aDvanCeD treatment: there is no requirement for 
advanced treatment.

Yukon

Current: no treatment required. 

proposed: surface water requires filtration 
and disinfection. groundwater requires 
disinfection.

BasiC DisinfeCtion: Current: Chlorination, or a 
similarly effective method of disinfection, is required 
for large public drinking water systems. Chlorination 
is also required for bulk delivery systems.289

proposed: extend treatment requirements to small 
public drinking water systems.290

aDvanCeD treatment: filtration is required 
for surface water and well water under the direct 
influence of surface water.291 
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taBle C2: Drinking Water qualitY stanDarDs

jurisdiction 2006 findings 2011 findings

alberta Water quality must meet the microbiological, 
chemical and radiological characteristics in the 
Canadian guidelines.

Water quality must meet the microbiological, 
chemical and radiological characteristics in the 
Canadian guidelines.292

British Columbia

Water quality must meet a coliform standard. 
other standards may be imposed on a case-by-
case basis. Canadian guidelines have not been 
adopted.

no change from 2006. Water quality must 
meet a coliform standard. other standards 
may be imposed on a case-by-case basis. 
Canadian guidelines have not been adopted.293

Manitoba

Water quality must meet a microbiological 
standard. Canadian guidelines have not been 
adopted. proposed: the Lieutenant governor in 
Council has the discretion to make regulations 
specifying drinking water quality standards.

Water quality must meet microbiological, 
chemical, radiological, and physical standards 
based on the Canadian guidelines. these 
standards are currently in a phase-in period; 
water suppliers have until March 2012 to 
comply.294 

new Brunswick

the Canadian guidelines are adopted as binding 
for bacteriological standards. the guidelines are 
non-binding objectives for chemical and physical 
monitoring standards. 

the province has adopted the Canadian 
Guidelines for Canadian Drinking Water Quality. 
Municipally and provincially-owned and 
operated water systems are required to sample 
water for a specified list of microbiological, 
chemical and aesthetic parameters. regulated 
drinking water that exceeds these limits will 
be subject to a health risk assessment which 
may result in the issuance of an interdiction 
(in the form of a boil order, do-not-consume 
order, or other directive), to ensure the safety 
of citizens.295

newfoundland 
and Labrador

Water quality standards are discretionary.

drinking water quality guidelines are adopted 
in Ministry policy for bacteriological and 
chemical standards. guidelines used by the 
government of newfoundland and Labrador 
for drinking water quality are based on the 
“Guidelines for Canadian Drinking Water 
Quality” developed by Health Canada.296

northwest 
territories

Microbiological, physical, chemical and 
radiological characteristics are addressed in 
legislation.

the nWt has adopted the Canadian drinking 
water guidelines. operators must follow these 
guidelines, the nWt drinking Water sampling 
and testing requirements, and standard 
operating procedures approved by the Chief 
public Health officer.297

nova scotia

Microbiological, physical, and chemical 
characteristics of a public drinking water supply 
must not exceed the maximum acceptable 
concentration for substances listed in the 
Canadian guidelines.

Microbiological, physical, and chemical 
characteristics of a public drinking water 
supply must not exceed the maximum 
acceptable concentration for substances listed 
in the Canadian guidelines.298
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jurisdiction 2006 findings 2011 findings

nunavut
Microbiological, physical, chemical and 
radiological characteristics are addressed in 
legislation.

Microbiological, physical, chemical and 
radiological characteristics are addressed in 
legislation.299 

ontario

Microbiological, chemical, and radiological 
standards equal or surpass the Canadian 
guidelines. there are also standards to ensure 
the effectiveness of water treatment.

Microbiological, chemical, and radiological 
standards equal or surpass the Canadian 
guidelines. there are also standards to ensure 
the effectiveness of water treatment.300

prince edward 
island

no binding standards but testing is now required 
for microbiological and chemical analysis, which 
allows comparison with Canadian guidelines.

standards are not independently binding, but 
testing is now required for microbiological and 
chemical analysis, and testing is prescribed 
with reference to the Canadian guidelines.301

Quebec

parameters for microbiological, inorganic, 
organic, and radioactive substances are 
mandated as well as turbidity levels in the 
distribution system.

parameters for microbiological, inorganic, 
organic, and radioactive substances are 
mandated as well as turbidity levels in the 
distribution system.302 proposed amendments 
to the regulation respecting the Quality of 
drinking Water updates the standards of 
quality of drinking water on the basis of new 
knowledge (arsenic, trichloroethylene, algal 
toxins, disinfection by-products, etc.).303

saskatchewan

Bacteriological, chemical, radiological, and 
pesticide standards are mandated. turbidity 
standards are mandated based on source water 
and treatment types.

Bacteriological, chemical, radiological, and 
pesticide standards are mandated. turbidity 
standards are mandated based on source water 
and treatment types.304

Yukon

Current: standards related to coliforms, chlorine 
residual and some physical characteristics. 
proposed: public drinking water systems must 
meet the criteria set forth in the Canadian 
guidelines.

Current: Large public drinking water 
systems and bulk delivery systems must 
meet the microbiological, chemical, and 
physical standards set out in the Canadian 
guidelines.305

proposed: extend water quality standards to 
small public drinking water systems.306
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taBle C3: Water qualitY testing requirements

jurisdiction 2006 findings 2011 findings

alberta

the frequency of testing varies by type of 
contaminant and the population served. 
Microbiological sampling and testing for 
chlorine residuals, turbidity and fluoride are 
required. testing for chemical and physical 
standards also required.

the frequency of testing varies by type of contaminant 
and the population served. Microbiological sampling 
and testing for chlorine residuals, turbidity and 
fluoride are required. testing for chemical and physical 
standards also required.307

British 
Columbia

testing for coliforms is mandatory. all other 
testing is discretionary. the frequency of 
sampling is discretionary. frequency of 
sampling varies according to the population 
served.

testing for coliforms is mandatory. other testing may 
be required by drinking water officers on a case-by-
case basis as a condition on the operating permit. the 
frequency of sampling is decided at the discretion of 
the drinking water officer and is based on population 
served, the nature of the source and the history of 
previous sampling.308

Manitoba

Current: testing for chlorine residuals and 
microbiological sampling is required and 
the frequency is mandated; all other testing 
is discretionary. proposed: sampling will 
be mandated. testing will be required for 
bacteriological contaminants and other 
analyses to be prescribed in the regulations.

testing for disinfectant residuals and microbiological, 
chemical, radiological, and physical sampling is 
required. the frequency of sampling is mandated.309

new Brunswick

testing by water system operators is not 
required. instead, the provincial government 
has an established sampling program. there 
are no provincial legislative requirements 
relating to sampling frequency. government 
states that it samples based on the Canadian 
Guidelines.

public water suppliers require only an approved 
sampling plan.310 the sampling frequency and scope 
are established in the department of environment’s 
sampling plan standard operating procedure and are 
applied to all systems.311

newfoundland 
and Labrador

sampling frequency and scope are 
discretionary. public water suppliers must 
have an approved sampling plan.

Bacteriological monitoring is undertaken by the 
government services Centre (gsC) as per established 
policy guidelines.312 testing of chemical and inorganic 
parameters is required and frequency is mandated.313

northwest 
territories

the Chief Medical Health officer determines 
the manner and frequency of sampling 
for bacteriological, physical, and chemical 
characteristics. the department of Health 
and social services issues water sampling 
protocols.

the Chief Medical Health officer determines the 
manner and frequency of sampling for bacteriological, 
physical, and chemical characteristics or raw and 
treated water. the department of Health and social 
services issues water sampling protocols. standards 
governing water sampling and testing are set out in 
the regulations and must comply with the standard 
operating procedures approved by the Chief public 
Health officer.314

nova scotia

Monitoring of bacteriological, physical, and 
chemical parameters is required. Monitoring 
of turbidity, disinfection residuals, and 
fluoride levels is also required.

Monitoring of bacteriological, physical, and chemical 
parameters is required. Monitoring of turbidity, 
disinfection residuals, and fluoride levels is also 
required.315
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jurisdiction 2006 findings 2011 findings

nunavut

the Chief Medical Health officer determines 
the manner and frequency of sampling 
for bacteriological, physical, and chemical 
characteristics. the department of Health 
and social services issues water sampling 
protocols.

the Chief Medical Health officer determines the 
manner and frequency of sampling for bacteriological, 
physical, and chemical characteristics. the department 
of Health and social services issues water sampling 
protocols.316 

ontario

sampling is required and the frequency is 
mandated. testing varies by contaminant 
and the population served. testing 
requirements are rigorous compared to 
most provinces and territories.

sampling is required and the frequency is mandated. 
testing requirements are rigorous compared to 
most provinces and territories.317 drinking water 
testing requirements, procedures and protocols are 
proscribed.318

prince edward 
island

frequency of sampling is mandated. 
sampling for chlorine, coliform bacteria, and 
e. coli is done on at least a quarterly basis 
each year and a general chemical analysis 
is done at least once each year. sampling 
frequency follows the recommendations of 
the World Health organization and Health 
Canada.

frequency of sampling is mandated. sampling 
for chlorine, coliform bacteria, and e. coli is done 
on at least a quarterly basis each year for smaller 
communities (more frequently for larger communities) 
and a general chemical analysis is done at least 
once each year. sampling frequency follows the 
recommendations of the World Health organization 
and Health Canada.319

Quebec

there is mandatory testing for 
bacteriological, physical, and chemical 
characteristics, including trihalomethanes, 
organic substances, and continuous 
monitoring of turbidity and disinfection 
residuals. the frequency of testing varies 
by type of contaminant and the population 
served by the water systems.

there is mandatory testing for bacteriological, 
physical, and chemical characteristics, including 
trihalomethanes, organic substances, and continuous 
monitoring of turbidity and disinfection residuals. 
the frequency of testing varies by type of contaminant 
and the population served by the water systems.320 
proposed amendments to the control requirements 
for disinfection by-products and entrust municipalities 
with the control of water quality for the small private 
networks they serve.321

saskatchewan

required sampling and frequency are 
specified in the individual water permit or 
as directed by an order made pursuant to 
the act. testing is required for bacteria and 
chlorine, and for any other constituents that 
the permit requires to be monitored.

required sampling and frequency are specified in the 
individual water permit or as directed by an order made 
pursuant to the act. testing is required for bacteria and 
chlorine, and for any other constituents that the permit 
requires to be monitored.322

Yukon

Current: sampling and frequency is 
discretionary, as determined by the 
environmental Health services. proposed: 
testing is required for bacteriological, 
chemical, and physical quality, turbidity, 
trihalomethanes, and other organisms or 
substances as may be required by a health 
officer.

Current: sampling is required for bacteriological, 
chemical, and physical quality, turbidity, 
trihalomethanes, chlorine residual, and any other 
organisms or substances as may be required by a 
health officer. frequency of sampling is mandated.323

proposed: extend testing requirements to small public 
drinking water systems.324 
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taBle C4: regulation of Water sYstem Design anD ConstruCtion

jurisdiction 2006 findings 2011 findings

alberta

alberta requires design and 
construction permits for drinking water 
systems. pursuant to the potable Water 
regulation, all water treatment systems 
must be designed, constructed and 
operated in accordance with standards 
issued by alberta.

alberta requires design and construction permits 
for drinking water systems. pursuant to the Potable 
Water Regulation, all water treatment systems must be 
designed, constructed and operated in accordance with 
standards issued by alberta.325

British Columbia

B.C. requires both a construction permit 
and an operating permit. provincial 
regulators review construction 
plans prior to issuing a construction 
permit. However, there are no 
binding standards related to design, 
construction, materials, or treatment 
methods or additives.

no change from 2006. B.C. requires both a construction 
permit and an operating permit. provincial regulators 
review construction plans prior to issuing a construction 
permit. However, there are no binding standards related 
to design, construction, materials, or treatment methods 
or additives.326

Manitoba

the Minister of Health must approve 
plans and specifications before a public 
water system can be constructed, 
operated or altered. However, there are 
no binding standards related to design, 
construction, materials, or treatment 
methods or additives.

approval is required for the construction or alteration 
of a public water system or a semi-public water system. 
the office of drinking Water applies the recommended 
standards for Water Works (commonly known as the 
ten state standards), Csa and aWWa standards, 
and provincial standards and guidelines, but they 
are not binding. a permit application must include 
a statement by the engineer that the design was in 
general conformance with these standards along with an 
explanation or justification for any significant deviations 
from these standards which may impact the protection 
of public health.327 

new Brunswick

the Minister of environment must 
approve plans and specifications 
before a public water system 
can be constructed, operated or 
altered. However, there are no 
binding standards related to design, 
construction, materials, or treatment 
methods or additives.

drinking water systems are typically required to go 
through the environmental impact assessment328 
process and also apply for an approval to construct. 
submitted engineering plans and specifications must be 
stamped by a new Brunswick professional engineer.329 
a peer review is then undertaken by engineers at 
the department of environment and an approval 
to construct is issued for the project. Maintenance 
requirements of drinking water systems are covered in 
approvals to operate. every drinking water system with 
an approval to operate (which number over 100) are 
also subject to an approval compliance evaluation (aCe) 
conducted by an engineers once per year.330

newfoundland 
and Labrador

new Brunswick regulates water system 
design and construction. there are 
construction and materials standards 
for wells, but not for water treatment 
systems.

the Minister of environment must approve plans 
and specifications before a public water system can 
be constructed, operated or altered. guidelines have 
been issued related to design, construction, materials, 
treatment methods and additives, and these may be 
proscribed in individual approvals.331
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jurisdiction 2006 findings 2011 findings

northwest 
territories

approval to construct a drinking water 
treatment system is required. standards 
are prescribed in the regulations 
for filtration, chlorination and feed 
equipment.

new regulations in place. approval to construct 
a drinking water treatment system is required. 
specifications must be certified by an engineer and 
approved by the Chief public Health officer. Water 
systems are reviewed approximately every three years, 
and health officers conduct public health inspections 
of water treatment plants every six months. a pilot 
project is currently underway to test remote monitoring 
systems.332

nova scotia

public water systems must be classified 
(based on population served) and 
registered with the province. there are 
no specific binding standards regarding 
design, construction, or materials used, 
but materials and chemicals must be 
“food grade.”

When an approval to construct or operate is issued, 
design engineers are to refer to nova scotia’s treatment 
standards.333 once a system is constructed it is 
classified, the classification is included in the approval to 
operate and serves to establish requirements regarding 
the class of certified operator required to operate and 
maintain the facility.334 section 32(2) of the Water and 
Wastewater facilities and... regulations is the section 
that deems municipal water systems with approvals to 
be public drinking water supplies so that they do not 
have to fill in a separate application for registration. 

nunavut

approval to construct a drinking water 
treatment system is required. standards 
are prescribed in the regulations 
for filtration, chlorination and feed 
equipment.

approval to construct a drinking water treatment system 
is required. standards are prescribed in the regulations 
for filtration, chlorination and feed equipment.335 

ontario

the establishment, alteration, extension 
or repair of waterworks requires an 
approval issued by the environment 
Ministry. plans and specifications for 
water works may be reviewed during the 
approval process. there are no binding 
standards for design, construction or 
materials, but the criteria set out in the 
recommended standards for Water 
Works should be met.

the establishment, alteration, extension or repair 
of waterworks requires an approval issued by the 
environment Ministry. plans and specifications for water 
works may be reviewed during the approval process. the 
design and construction of both primary and secondary 
disinfection facilities should normally conform to the 
criteria set out in the recommended standards for 
Water Works (“ten state standards”) published by the 
great Lakes - Upper Mississippi river Board of state and 
provincial public Health and environmental Managers 
(of which ontario is a member).336

prince edward 
island

approvals for system construction, 
modification, and operation are 
required. there are no binding 
standards for design, construction or 
materials (but these can be reviewed 
through the approval process and 
officials refer to non-binding standards 
when approving).

approvals for system construction, modification, and 
operation are required. there are no binding standards 
for design, construction or materials (but approvals 
generally conform to the “atlantic Canada standards 
and guidelines for Water supply” and any conditions or 
requirements in approvals are legally-binding).337 
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Quebec

the construction or operation of 
public waterworks requires approval. 
performance requirements for 
filtration, disinfection, and turbidity are 
established under the regulations.

the construction or operation of public waterworks 
requires approval. performance requirements for 
filtration, disinfection, and turbidity are established 
under the regulations.338 the draft regulation 
implements a five-year program for the inspection of 
drinking water treatment equipment.339

saskatchewan

the construction or operation of public 
waterworks requires approval and there 
are binding standards regarding design, 
construction and materials.

the construction or operation of public waterworks 
requires approval and there are binding standards 
regarding design, construction and materials: 
saskatchewan Min. environment, Guide to Waterworks 
Design, epB 01 (January 2008).

Yukon

Current: approvals are required 
according to the territorial government. 
proposed: approval by environmental 
Health services is required for 
construction or modification of a water 
system.

Current: approval by environmental Health services is 
required for construction or substantial modification of 
drinking water systems. there are no binding standards 
related to design, construction, materials, or treatment 
methods or additives. trucks used for bulk water delivery 
must meet certain design standards.340

proposed: extend regulations to small public drinking 
water systems.341 

taBle C5: laB aCCreDitation anD operator CertifiCation

jurisdiction 2006 findings 2011 findings

alberta

the operation of the water treatment 
system must be performed by a person 
holding a valid certificate issued by the 
director. Certificates must be renewed 
every three years. the director must 
also approve laboratories. 

Laboratories must be approved by the director.342 
the operation of the water treatment system must be 
performed by a person holding a valid certificate issued 
by the director. Certificates must be renewed every three 
years.343

British Columbia

operator certification is required for 
larger systems, and may be required 
for smaller systems. testing must be 
performed at accredited labs. 

operator certification is required for larger systems, and 
may be required for smaller systems. testing must be 
performed at accredited labs.344 

Manitoba

Current: Water system operators must 
obtain certification from the director. 
the provincial government selects 
(by contract) the labs where testing is 
performed. a “laboratory” is defined as 
being accredited in accordance with the 
regulations or approved by the director. 
proposed: regulations for operating 
licences under the Drinking Water Safety 
Act.

Labs: a laboratory must be accredited according to the 
parameters set by the standards Council of Canada, or 
equivalent accreditation.345

operator Certification: operators are required to be 
certified.346
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new Brunswick

there are no requirements for operator 
training or certification. the use of 
accredited labs is not required, but 
testing performed by the province is 
done at the provincial lab or another 
accredited lab.

Water must be tested in accordance with the sampling 
plan that applies to that system at a laboratory that is 
accredited by the Canadian association of environmental 
analytical Laboratories, certified by the Canadian 
association of environmental analytical Laboratories 
to perform the testing required of that system in its 
sampling plan, or is acceptable to the Minister of 
Health and Wellness.347 the province requires reporting 
to a third-party database tracking system specifically 
designed to monitor and report on drinking water 
quality, which provides the ability to track trends and 
rapid notification of exceedences.348 there is a condition 
included in all approvals to operate requiring the use of 
accredited labs.349 proposed change to the Potable Water 
Regulation (s. 9(1)) are in process that will enshrine the 
requirement to use accredited labs. although operator 
certification is not strictly mandatory, the minister may 
require operators to undertake mandatory training350 and 
has in all water system approvals.351

newfoundland 
and Labrador

there are no requirements for operator 
training or certification. the Minister of 
the environment has the discretion to 
prescribe a training program. testing 
must be performed at accredited labs.

Microbiological testing is done at the provincial lab or 
another accredited lab. accredited labs are required 
for chemical analysis of drinking water.352 operator 
certification is not required. Certified water system 
operators are encouraged for each water supply system.

northwest 
territories

there are no requirements for operator 
training or certification. testing must be 
conducted at a certified laboratory (one 
designated by the Chief Medical Health 
officer).

Unless otherwise approved, operators in charge of a 
public water supply system must be certified to operate 
the class of system they operate. territorial standard 
operating procedures do not require laboratories to be 
certified, although Canadian guidelines do require it for 
areas of federal jurisdiction.353

nova scotia

there are operator requirements for 
education and experience for each class 
of water system. Certificates must be 
renewed every four years. all testing 
results, except bacteriological, must be 
from accredited labs.

there are operator requirements for education and 
experience and examination requirements for each class 
of water system. Certificates must be renewed every four 
years.354 accredited labs are required for testing.355 

nunavut

there are no requirements for operator 
training or certification. testing must be 
conducted at a certified laboratory (one 
designated by the Chief Medical Health 
officer).

there are no requirements for operator training or 
certification. testing must be conducted at a certified 
laboratory (one designated by the Chief Medical Health 
officer). 

ontario

there are operator certification 
requirements varying by class. all 
testing must be done at an accredited 
lab.

all testing must be done at an accredited lab.356 there 
are operator certification requirements varying by 
class.357
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prince edward 
island

operators must be certified and renew 
every four years. the owner of public 
drinking water facilities must ensure 
that testing is done at an accredited 
laboratory.

operator certification is required and certificates must 
be renewed every four years, and operators are subject 
to continuing education requirements.358 testing of 
public water facilities must be done at an accredited 
laboratory.359

Quebec
operators must be certified and renew 
every five years. the use of accredited 
labs is required.

the use of accredited labs is required.360 the draft 
regulation introduces minimum lab accreditation 
requirements for the analysis of radioactive substances 
in water.361 operators must be certified and renew every 
five years.362

saskatchewan
all operators must be certified. all 
testing must be done at an accredited 
lab.

all testing must be done at an accredited lab.363 
generally, operators must be certified.364 operator 
certification is not required for some municipal 
waterworks serving less than 50 consumers or for some 
water pipelines with less than 15 service connections.365

Yukon

Current: there are no requirements for 
operator training or certification. testing 
is at accredited labs. proposed: Classes 
of operators must be certified. testing is 
at accredited labs.

operators of large public drinking water systems and 
bulk water delivery trucks must be certified by the 
environmental operators Certification program in British 
Columbia.366

taBle C6:  transparenCY anD aCCountaBilitY

jurisdiction 2006 findings 2011 findings

alberta

public reporting of water quality 
tests is not yet required, but action is 
underway to provide internet access to 
drinking water quality data. disinfection 
equipment failures and adverse water 
quality tests must be reported. the 
regional Health authority officer has 
the discretion to issue a boil-water 
advisory to the public.

reporting of test results: disinfection equipment 
failures and adverse water quality tests must be 
reported. the regional Health authority officer has the 
discretion to issue a boil-water advisory to the public. 
new protocol has been developed for exceedances of 
chemical health parameters in drinking water, under 
which the alberta Health service can issue a “do-not-
consume” or “do-not-use” advisory to customers.367 
alberta environment posts electronic reports from many 
of alberta’s approved water treatment facilities on its 
website. for those facilities which do not yet participate 
in online reporting, printed copies of the reports can 
be obtained from local alberta environment offices.368 
period “right to know reports” are not required.

right to request investigations: no.
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British Columbia

routine water testing results must be 
reported to the provincial government 
where testing is required. public 
notification of potential health threats 
must be provided by the drinking 
water officer. a water supplier must 
make test results, an annual report, 
and contingency plans available to the 
public. there is a requirement for the 
provincial health officer to prepare an 
annual drinking water protection report.

reporting of test results: routine water testing results 
must be reported to the provincial government where 
testing is required. public notification of potential health 
threats must be provided by the drinking water officer. a 
water supplier must make test results, an annual report, 
and contingency plans available to the public. there is a 
requirement for the provincial health officer to prepare 
an annual drinking water protection report, but no 
report has yet been provided.

two reports have been prepared by the provincial health 
officer on the progress on the action plan for safe 
drinking Water, which serve as the annual reports for 
2003/4 – 2006/7: www.health.gov.bc.ca/pho/reports/
drinkingwater.html

right to request investigations: if a person considers 
that there is a threat to their drinking water, they may 
make a formal request to the drinking water officer 
to investigate the matter, detailing the specifics of 
the facts that the person considers constitute the 
threat. discretion is left with the officer whether or not 
an investigation is warranted. if an investigation is 
conducted, the complainant must be informed of the 
results.369

Manitoba

Current: no mandatory provisions 
requiring public reporting of water 
quality testing results, non-compliance 
incidents, or public reporting of 
emergencies. proposed: according to 
Manitoba Water stewardship, they have 
acquired software for a database and 
expect it to be operational this fiscal 
year. emergencies and non-compliance 
will require immediate notification of the 
director, a medical officer, or a drinking 
water officer.

testing: Laboratories must report routine testing results 
for bacteriological results within 7 days, reporting of 
other results within 30 days is required.370 test results 
that indicate a significant health risk must be reported 
immediately. there is no mandatory reporting of 
those test results to the public (i.e., the issuance of 
drinking water advisory is at the discretion of health 
authorities).371 Water systems serving more than 
1,000 residents must prepared and made available to 
residents.372

investigations: no

new Brunswick

the department of environment and 
Conservation undertakes testing and 
produces annual and quarterly reports. 
the test results on physical parameters, 
major ions, nutrients, and metals are 
regularly provided to the public online. 
Boil-water advisories are available 
online, but there are no regulatory 
criteria specifying when boil alerts 
should be issued or the notification 
procedures.

individual water systems are not required to publish 
periodic reports but the provincial government 
publishes an annual report that includes information 
about water quality trends and water systems. it also 
maintains a database of groundwater quality data 
collected from domestic water wells drilled since 1994. 
residents do not have a statutory right to request an 
investigation of water quality concerns.

http://www.health.gov.bc.ca/pho/reports/drinkingwater.html
http://www.health.gov.bc.ca/pho/reports/drinkingwater.html
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newfoundland 
and Labrador

there is no requirement for individual 
systems to provide public reporting. 
the provincial government does not 
produce an annual report regarding 
drinking water quality trends or testing 
results. according to the department 
of environment, the contracts for water 
systems require operators to maintain 
contingency plans and to notify the 
department when emergencies occur.

reporting of test results: exceedance reports shall be 
provided to all communities when a laboratory result 
is above the Guidelines for Canadian Drinking Water 
Quality for contaminant parameters as soon as the 
results are received by the department.373 seasonal 
testing reports and annual reports are made available 
to communities.374 Chemical drinking water quality 
monitoring schedule shall be published on the WrMd 
website at the beginning of each fiscal year. this 
schedule will detail the planned monitoring for the fiscal 
year for each public water supply. the schedule shall 
include the type and frequency of monitoring. drinking 
water data for the preceding year is available on the 
WrMd website.375

right to request investigations: Where two or more 
people believe that another person is contravening 
or has contravened the Water Resources Act, they may 
jointly request that the department investigate the 
alleged contravention. the minister shall investigate 
the complaint and report back to the complainants 
proposing further action or discontinuing the complaint 
(with reasons for the discontinuance stated).376

northwest 
territories

there is no requirement for individual 
systems to provide public reporting 
and the territorial government does 
not produce an annual report. there 
is a water quality database online, 
complete with boil-water advisories. 
However, there are no regulatory criteria 
specifying when boil-water alerts should 
be issued or the proper notification 
procedures.

Members of the public may make a complaint regarding 
water quality which the Chief public Health officer shall 
inquire into and determine whether the water presents a 
health hazard.377 operators must maintain records and 
report to the Chief public Health officer when directed. 
the territorial government produces an annual drinking 
water report that provides an overview of water quality 
initiatives, and maintains a database on municipal water 
systems.378

nova scotia

there is no requirement for individual 
systems to provide public reporting 
and the provincial government does 
not produce an annual drinking water 
report. if water quality standards are 
not met, nova scotia environment and 
Labour (nseL) must be informed. if one 
or more of the criteria set out for boil-
water advisories is met, the owner has 
a duty to contact nseL and initiate the 
advisory.

reporting of test results: drinking water performance 
measures, based on meeting criteria for coliform 
bacteria set in the Guidelines for Canadian Drinking Water 
Quality, are reported on in nova scotia environment’s 
annual accountability report.379 Where conditions 
established by the Guidelines for Monitoring Public 
Drinking Water Supplies are not met, the owner of the 
utility “shall” initiate a boil-water advisory and notify 
nova scotia environment.380

right to request investigations: there is no statutory 
right of a resident to request an investigation.
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nunavut

there is no requirement for individual 
systems to provide public reporting 
and the territorial government does 
not produce an annual report. online 
reporting is not available even though 
a database is kept. However, there are 
no regulatory criteria specifying when 
boil-water alerts should be issued or the 
proper notification procedures.

there is no requirement for individual systems to 
provide public reporting and the territorial government 
does not produce an annual report. online reporting is 
not available even though a database is kept. there are 
no regulatory criteria specifying when boil-water alerts 
should be issued or the proper notification procedures. 
there is no statutory right for an individual resident to 
request and investigation.

ontario

annual reports are required and test 
results must be made available to the 
public. additionally, ontario’s Chief 
drinking Water inspector presented 
his first annual report in 2006. details 
of adverse water quality incidents are 
available online. there are specific 
criteria for when adverse test results 
must be reported to the Ministry and 
the medical officer of health and when 
public notices must be issued.

annual reports are required and test results must be 
made available to the public. ontario’s Chief drinking 
Water inspector continues to publish annual reports.381 
ontario requires reporting adverse test results and 
has recently updated requirements.382 Members of 
the public may request an investigation of a potential 
violation of the Safe Drinking Water act.383

prince edward 
island

Utilities are required to report water 
quality testing to consumers annually. 
the department of environment, 
energy, and forestry is planning 
on producing annual reports and 
developing a water quality database. 
there are no specific regulatory criteria 
specifying when boil-water alerts should 
be issued or the notification procedures 
for alerts.

Water quality testing results must be reported to 
consumers annually.384 there are no specific regulatory 
criteria specifying when boil-water alerts should be 
issued or the notification procedures for alerts.385 there 
is no statutory provision through which a resident may 
file a request for a drinking water investigation.

Quebec

Water suppliers must report violations 
of contaminant standards. Boil-
water alerts are required in certain 
circumstances, and the procedure and 
public notification requirements are 
legally-binding. regional reports are 
prepared by each of the public health 
directors and are made public. Water 
testing results must be communicated 
electronically to government.

Water suppliers must report violations of contaminant 
standards. Boil-water alerts are required in certain 
circumstances, and the procedure and public 
notification requirements are legally-binding. Water 
testing results must be communicated electronically to 
government.386
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saskatchewan

annual reports by the utilities must be 
given to consumers. an annual report 
prepared by the department, as well as 
community specific reports are available 
online. in emergencies, the minister 
has the discretion to issue a boil-water 
advisory, issue an order suspending 
operation of the waterworks, or take 
other appropriate action. inspection 
reports are now available online.

reporting of test results: annual reports by the 
utilities must be given to consumers. an annual report 
prepared by the department, as well as community 
specific reports are available online. in emergencies, the 
minister has the discretion to issue a boil-water advisory, 
issue an order suspending operation of the waterworks, 
or take other appropriate action. inspection reports are 
now available online.387 Legislation remains the same. 
Water sample test results for most of the province’s 
waterworks can now be viewed online at: www.saskh2o.
ca/MydrinkingWater.asp

right to request investigations: no.

Yukon

Current: routine testing results and 
violations of water quality standards 
must be reported to territorial officials. 
there is no requirement for the 
preparation of a right-to-know report. 
the public can obtain information 
through environmental Health 
services or their provider. there are 
no regulations regarding boil-water 
advisories. proposed: environmental 
Health services may choose to post or 
release testing information to the public. 
the health officer has the discretion to 
issue a boil-water advisory.

reporting of testing

Current: routine testing results and violations of water 
quality standards must be reported to territorial officials. 
the health officer has the discretion to issue a boil-
water advisory. the health officer may give notice of the 
boil-water advisory to the consumers in any method the 
officer feels appropriate. the owner of the system must 
ensure that assessments, annual reports, and sampling 
and testing results pertaining to the water system are 
made available for inspection by any member of the 
public. environmental Health services may choose to 
post or release testing information to the public.388

proposed: extend regulations to small public drinking 
water systems.389

statutory right to request investigation: no statutory 
right for members of the public to request an 
investigation, but Medical Health officers have a duty 
to advised named officials of a reasonable belief of the 
existence of a heath hazard.390

http://www.saskh2o.ca/MyDrinkingWater.asp
http://www.saskh2o.ca/MyDrinkingWater.asp
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